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Preface
In his paper Novikov [N3, p.409] wrote:
Sullivan’s Hauptvermutung theorem was announced
first in early 1967. After the careful analysis made by
Bill Browder and myself in Princeton, the first ver-
sion in May 1967 (before publication), his theorem
was corrected: a necessary restriction on the 2-torsion
of the group H3(M) was missing. This gap was found
and restriction was added. Full proof of this theory
has never been written and published. Indeed, no-
body knows whether it has been finished or not. Who
knows whether it is complete or not? This question is
not clarified properly in the literature. Many pieces of
this theory were developed by other topologists later.
In particular, the final Kirby–Siebenmann classifica-
tion of topological multi-dimensional manifolds there-
fore is not proved yet in the literature.
I do not want to discuss here whether the situation is so dramatic as
Novikov wrote. However, it is definitely true that, up to now, there is
no detailed enough and well-ordered exposition of Kirby–Siebenmann
classification, such that it can be recommended to advanced students
which are willing to learn the subject. The fundamental book of Kirby–
Siebenmann [KS2] was written by pioneers and, in a sense, in hot
pursuit. It contains all the necessary ingredient for the proof, but it is
really “Essays”, and one have to do a certain work in order to make it
easy readable for general audience.
Acknowledgments. The work was partially supported by Max-
Planck of Mathematics, Bonn, and by a grant from the Simons Foun-
dation (#209424 to Yuli Rudyak). I express my best thanks to Andrew
Ranicki who read the whole manuscript and did many useful remarks
and comments. I am also grateful to Hans-Joachim Baues for useful
discussions.
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Notation and Conventions
We work mainly with CW -spaces and topological manifolds. How-
ever, when we quit these classes by taking products or functional
spaces, we equip the last ones with the compactly generated topology,
(following Steenrod [St] and McCord [McC], see e.g.[Rud] for the ex-
position). All maps are supposed to be continuous. All neighborhoods
are supposed to be open.
We denote the one-point space by pt.
A pointed space is pair (X, {x0} where x0 is a point of X . We also
use that notation (X, x0) and call x0 the base point of X . If we do not
need to indicate the base point, we can write (X, ∗) (or even X if it is
clear that X is a pointed space). Given two pointed spaces (X, x0) and
(Y, y0), a pointed map is a map f : X → Y such that f(x0) = y0.
Given two topological spaces X, Y , we denote by [X, Y ] the set of
homotopy classes of maps X → Y . We also use the notation [X, Y ]•
for the set of pointed homotopy classes of pointed maps X → Y of
pointed spaces.
It is quite standard to denote by [f ] the homotopy class of a map
f . However, frequently we do not distinguish a map and its homotopy
class and use the same symbol, say f for a map as well as for the
homotopy class. In this paper this does not lead to any confusion.
We use the term inessential map for null-homotopic maps; otherwise
a map is called essential.
We use the sign ≃ for homotopy of maps or homotopy equivalence
of spaces. We use the sign ∼= for bijection of sets or isomorphism of
groups. We use the notation := for “is defined to be”.
We reserve the term bundle for locally trivial bundles and the term
fibration for Hurewicz fibrations.
Given a space F , an F -bundle is a bundle whose fibers are homeo-
morphic to F , and an F -fibration is a fibration whose fibers are homo-
topy equivalent to F .
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8 NOTATION AND CONVENTIONS
We denote the trivial F -bundle X×F → X over X by θFX or merely
θF , Also, we denote the trivial Rn-bundle over X by θn or θn.
We do not mention microbundles at all, because in the topological and in the
PL category every n-dimensional microbundle over a space X contains an Rn-
bundle over X , and these bundles are unique up to equivalence, see Kister [Kis]
for the topological category and Kuiper-Lashof [KL] for the PL category. For
this reason, any claim on microbundles can be restated in terms of bundles. The
reader should keep it in the mind when we cite (quote about) something concerning
microbundles.
Given a bundle or fibration ξ = {p : E → B}, the space B is called
the base of ξ and denote also by bs(ξ), i.e. bs(xi) = B. The space E is
called the total space of ξ. Furthermore, given a space X , we set
ξ ×X = {p× 1 : E ×X → B ×X}.
Given two bundles ξ = {p : E → B} and η = {q : Y → X}, a
bundle morphism ϕ : ξ → η is a commutative diagram
E
g
−−−→ Y
p
y yq
B
f
−−−→ X.
We say that f is the base of the morphism ϕ or that ϕ is a morphism
over f . We also say that g is a map over f . If X = B and f = 1B we
say that g is a map over B (and ϕ is a morphism over B).
Given a map f : Z → B and a bundle (or fibration) ξ = {p : E →
B}, we use the notation f ∗ξ for the induced bundle over Z. Recall that
f ∗(ξ) = {r : D → Z} where
D = {(z, e) ∈ Z × E
∣∣ f(z) = p(e)}
. There is a canonical bundle morphism
I = If = If,ξ : f
∗ξ → ξ
given by the map D → E, (z, e) 7→ e over f , see [Rud] (or [FR]
where it is denoted by ad(f)). Following [FR], we call If,ξ the adjoint
morphism of f , or just the f -adjoint morphism. Furthermore, given
a bundle morphism ϕ : ξ → η with the base f , there exists a unique
bundle morphism c(ϕ) : ξ → f ∗η over the base of ξ such that the
composition
ξ
c(ϕ)
−−−→ f ∗η
If,η
−−−→ η
coincides with ϕ. Following [FR], we call c(ϕ) the correcting morphism.
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Given a subspace A of a space X and a bundle ξ over X , we denote
by ξ|A the bundle i
∗ξ where i : A ⊂ X is the inclusion.
Given a map p : E → B and a map f : X → B, a p-lifting of f is
any map g : X → E with pg = f . Two p-lifting g0, g1 of f are vertically
homotopic if there exists a homotopy G : X × I → E between g0 and
g1 such that pgt = f for all t ∈ I. The set of vertically homotopic
p-liftings of f is denoted by [Liftp f ].
We denote by pk, wk and Lk the Pontryagin, Stiefel–Whitney, and
Hirzebruch characteristic classes, respectively. We denote by σ(M) the
signature of a manifold M . See [MS] for the definitions.

Introduction
Throughout the paper we use abbreviation PL for “piecewise lin-
ear”.
Hauptvermutung (main conjecture) is an abbreviation for die Haupt-
vermutung der kombinatorischen Topologie (the main conjecture of
combinatorial topology). It seems that the conjecture was first for-
mulated in the papers of Steinitz [Ste] and Tietze [Ti] in 1908.
The conjecture claims that the topology of a simplicial complex
determines completely its combinatorial structure. In other words,
two simplicial complexes are simplicially isomorphic whenever they
are homeomorphic. This conjecture was disproved by Milnor [Mi2]
in 1961.
However, for manifolds one can state a refined version of the Haupt-
vermutung by considering simplicial complexes with additional restric-
tions. A PL manifold is defined to be a simplicial complex such that
the star of every point (the union of all closed simplexes containing the
point) is simplicially isomorphic to the n-dimensional ball. Such sim-
plicial complexes are also called combinatorial triangulations. Equiva-
lently, a PL manifold can also be defined a manifold equipped with a
maximal PL atlas.
There exist topological manifolds that are homeomorphic to a sim-
plicial complex but do not admit a PL structure (non-combinatorial
triangulations), see Example 21.4. Furthermore, there exist topolog-
ical manifolds that are not homeomorphic to any simplicial complex,
see Example 21.6.
Now, the Hauptvermutung for manifolds asks if any two homeomor-
phic PL manifolds are PL homeomorphic. Furthermore, the related
question asks whether every topological manifold is homeomorphic to
a PL manifold. Both these questions were solved (negatively) by Kirby
and Siebenmann [KS1, KS2]. In fact, Kirby and Siebenmann classi-
fied PL structures on high-dimensional topological manifolds. It turned
out that a topological manifold can have different PL structures, as well
as not to have any. Now we give a brief description of these results.
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Let BTOP and BPL be the classifying spaces for stable topological
and PL bundles, respectively. We regard the forgetful map α : BPL→
BTOP as a fibration and denote its homotopy fiber by TOP/PL.
Let f : M → BTOP classify the stable tangent bundle of a topo-
logical manifoldM . By main properties of classifying spaces, every PL
structure onM gives us a α-lifting of f and that every two such liftings
for the same PL structure are fiberwise homotopic.
It is remarkable that the inverse is also true provided that dimM >
5. In greater detail, M admits a PL structure if f admits a α-lifting
(the Existence Theorem 6.3), and PL structures on M are in a bijec-
tive correspondence with fiberwise homotopy classes of α-liftings of f
(the Classification Theorem 6.2). Kirby and Siebenmann proved these
theorems and, moreover, they proved the following Main Theorem:
TOP/PL is the Eilenberg–MacLane space K(Z/2, 3).
Thus, there is only one obstruction
κ(M) ∈ H4(M ;Z/2)
to an α-lifting of f , and the set of fiberwise homotopic α-liftings of f
(if they exist) is in bijective correspondence with H3(M ;Z/2). In other
words, a topological manifold M, dimM > 5 admits a PL structure if
and only if κ(M) = 0. Furthermore, every homeomorphism h : V → M
of two PL manifolds assigns a class
κ(h) ∈ H3(M ;Z/2),
and κ(h) = 0 if and only if h is concordant to a PL homeomorphism (or,
equivalently, to the identity map 1M , see Remark 3.2(2)). Finally, every
class a ∈ H3(M ;Z/2) has the form a = κ(h) for some homeomorphism
h : V → M of two PL manifolds.
These results give us the complete classification of PL structures on
a topological manifold of dimension > 5. In particular, the situation
with Hauptvermutung turns out to be understandable. See Section 20
for more detailed exposition
We must explain the following. It can happen that two different
PL structures on M yield PL homemorphic PL manifolds (like that
two p-liftings f1, f2 :M → BPL of f can be non-fiberwise homotopic).
Indeed, roughly speaking, a PL structure on a topological manifold M
is a concordance class of PL atlases on M (see Section 3 for accurate
definitions). However, a PL automorphism of a PL manifold can turn
the atlas into a non-concordant to the original one, see Example 21.2.
So, in fact, the set of pairwise non-isomorphic PL manifolds which are
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homeomorphic to a given PL manifold is in a bijective correspondence
with the set H3(M ;Z/2)/R where R is the following equivalence rela-
tion: two PL structure are equivalent if the corresponding PL manifolds
are PL homeomorphic. The Hauptvermutung for manifolds claims that
the set H3(M ;Z/2)/R is a singleton for all M . But this is wrong in
general.
Namely, there exists a PL manifold M which is homeomorphic but
not PL isomorphic to RPn, n > 5, see Example 21.1. So, here we have
a counterexample to the Hauptvermutung.
To complete the picture, we mention again that there are topolog-
ical manifolds that do not admit any PL structure, see Example 21.3.
Moreover, there are manifold that cannot be triangulated as simplicial
complexes, see Example 21.6.
Comparing the classes of smooth, PL and topological manifolds,
we see that there is a big difference between first and second classes,
and not so big difference between second and third ones. From the
homotopy-theoretical point of view, one can say that the space PL/O
(which classifies smooth structures on PL manifold, see Remark 6.7)
has many non-trivial homotopy groups, while the space TOP/PL is an
Eilenberg–MacLane space. Geometrically, one can mention that there
are many smooth manifolds which are PL homeomorphic to Sn but
pairwise non-diffeomorphic, while any PL manifold Mn, n > 5 is PL
homeomorphic to Sn provided that it is homeomorphic to Sn.
It is worthwhile to go one step deeper and explain the following.
Let M4k be a closed connected almost parallelizable manifold (i.e. M
becomes parallelizable after deletion of a point). Let σk denote the
minimal natural number which can be realized as the signature of the
manifold M4k. In fact, for every k we have three numbers σSk , σ
PL
k and
σTOPk while M
4k is a smooth, PL or topological manifold, respectively.
Milnor and Kervaire [MK] proved that
σSk = ck(2k − 1)!
where ck ∈ N. On the other hand,
σPL1 = 16 and σ
PL
k = 8 for k > 1.
Finally,
σTOPk = 8 for all k.
So, here we can see again the big difference between smooth and
PL cases. On the other hand, σPLk = σ
TOP
k for k > 1. Moreover, we
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will see below that the number
2 = 16/8 = σPL1 /σ
TOP
1
is another guise of the number
2 = the order of the group π3(TOP/PL).
In this context, it makes sense to notice about low dimensional
manifolds, because of the following remarkable contrast. There is no
difference between PL and smooth manifolds in dimension < 7: every
PL manifold V n, n < 7 admits a unique smooth structure. However,
there are infinitely many smooth manifolds which are homeomorphic
to R4 but pairwise non-diffeomorphic, see Section 21, Summary.
Concerning the description of the homotopy type of TOP/PL, we
have the following. Because of the Classification Theorem, if k+n > 5
then the group πn(TOP/PL) is in a bijective correspondence with the
set of PL structures on Rk×Sn. However, this set of PL structures looks
wild and uncontrollable. In order to make the situation more man-
ageable, we consider PL structures on the compact manifold T k × Sn
and then extract the necessary information on the universal covering
Rk × Sn from here. We can’t do it directly, but there is a trick (the
Reduction Theorem 8.7) which allows us to estimate PL structures on
Rk×Sn in terms of so-called homotopy PL structures on T k×Sn (more
precisely, we should consider the homotopy PL structures on T k ×Dn
modulo the boundary), see Section 3 for the definitions. Now, using re-
sults of Hsiang and Shaneson [HS] or Wall [W2, W3] about homotopy
PL structures on T k × Dn, one can prove that πi(TOP/PL) = 0 for
i 6= 3 and that π3(TOP/PL) has at most 2 elements. Finally, there ex-
ists a high-dimensional topological manifold which does not admit any
PL structure. Hence, by the Existence Theorem, the space TOP/PL
is not contractible. Thus, TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3).
For better arrangement of the previous paragraph, look at the graph
located at the end of the Introduction. Here we formulate without
proofs the boxed claims (and provide the necessary preliminaries and
references), while in Chapter I we explain how a claim (box) can be
deduced from other ones, accordingly with the arrows in the graph.
Let me tell you something more about the graph. As we have al-
ready seen, the classification theory of PL structures on topological
manifolds splits into two parts. The first one reduces the original geo-
metric problem to a homotopy one (a classification of p-liftings of a
map M → BTOP to BPL), the second part solves this homotopy
problem by proving that TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3).
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The Product Structure Theorem 6.1 is a very important ingredient
for the proof. Roughly speaking, this theorem establishes a bijection
between PL structures on M and M ×R. The Classification Theorem
6.2 and the Existence Theorem 6.3 are the consequences of the Product
Structure Theorem.
Now I say some words about the top box of the above graph. Let
Fn be the monoid of pointed homotopy equivalences S
n → Sn, let BFn
be the classifying space for Fn, and let BF = limn→∞BFn. There is
an obvious forgetful map BPL → BF , and we denote by F/PL the
homotopy fiber of this map. For every homotopy equivalence of closed
PL manifolds h : V → M Sullivan [Sul1, Sul2] defined the normal
invariant of h to be a certain homotopy class jF (h) ∈ [M,F/PL], see
Section 4.
Let M, dimM > 5 be a closed PL manifold. Sullivan proved that,
for every homeomorphism h : V → M , we have jF (h) = 0 whenever
H3(M) is 2-torsion free. Moreover, this theorem implies that if, in ad-
dition, M is simply-connected then h is homotopic to a PL homeomor-
phism. Thus the Hauptvermutung holds for simply-connected closed
manifolds M, dimM > 5 with H3(M) 2-torsion free, see Section 19.
Definitely, the above formulated Sullivan Theorem on the Normal
Invariant of a Homeomorphism is interesting by itself. However, in the
paper on hand this theorem plays also an additional important role.
Namely, the Sullivan Theorem for T k × Sn is a lemma in classifying of
homotopy structures on T k × Dn. For this reason, we first prove the
Sullivan Theorem for T k × Sn, then use it in the proof of the Main
Theorem, and then (in Chapter III) use the Maim Theorem in order
to prove the Sullivan Theorem in full generality.
You can also see that the proof of the Main Theorem uses the
difficult Freedman’s example of a 4-dimensional almost parallelizable
topological manifold of signature 8. This example provides the equality
σTOP1 = 8. Actually, the original proof of the Main Theorem appeared
before Freedman’s Theorem and therefore did not use the last one.
However, as we already mentioned, the Freedman’s results clarify the
relations between PL and topological manifolds, and thus they should
be incorporated in the exposition of the global picture.
The paper is organized as follows. The first chapter contains the
architecture of the proof of the Main Theorem: TOP/PL ≃ K(Z/2, 3).
In fact, here we comment the above mentioned graph.
The second chapter contains a proof of the Sullivan Theorem on
the normal invariant of a homeomorphism for T k × Sn, i.e. we attend
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the top box of the graph. We also discuss the Browder–Novikov The-
orem 4.5 about homotopy properties of normal bundles: we need this
discussion in order to clarify the concept of normal invariant.
The third chapter contains some applications if the Main Theorem.
We complete the proof of the Sullivan Theorem on the normal invariant
of a homeomorphism and tell more on classification of PL manifolds
an, in particular, on Hauptvermutung. Several interesting examples are
considered. Finally, we discuss the homotopy and topological invariants
of certain characteristic classes.
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CHAPTER I
Architecture of the Proof
1. Principal Fibrations
Recall that an H-space is a space F with a base point f0 and a
multiplication map µ : F × F → F such that f0 is a homotopy unit,
i.e. the maps f 7→ µ(f, f0) and f 7→ µ(f0, f) are homotopic to the
identity rel {f0}. For details, see [BV].
1.1. Definition. (a) Let (F, f0) be an H-space with the multi-
plication µ : F × F → F . A principal F -fibration is an F -fibration
p : E → B equipped with a map m : E × F → E such that the
following holds:
(i) the diagrams
E × F × F
m×1
−−−→ E × F E × F
m
−−−→ E
1×µ
y ym p1y yp
E × F
m
−−−→ E E
p
−−−→ B
commute;
(ii) the map
E −→ E, e 7→ m(e, f0)
is a homotopy equivalence;
(iii) for every e0 ∈ E, the map
F −→ p−1(p(e0)), f 7→ m(e0, f)
is a homotopy equivalence.
(b) A trivial principal F -fibration is the fibration p2 : X×F → F with
the action m : E × F → E of the form
m : X × F × F → X × F, m(x, f1, f2) = (x, µ(f1, f2)).
It is easy to see that if the fibration η is induced from a principal
fibration ξ then η turns into a principal fibration in a canonical way.
1.2. Definition. Let π1 : E1 → B and π2 : E2 → B be two
principal F -fibrations over the same base B. We say that a map h :
19
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E1 → E2 is an F -equivariant map over B if h is a map over B and the
diagram
E1 × F
h×1
−−−→ E2 × F
m1
y ym2
E1
h
−−−→ E2
commutes up to homotopy over B.
Note that, for every b ∈ B, the map
hb : π
−1
1 (b)→ π
−1
2 (b), hb(x) = h(x)
is a homotopy equivalence.
Now, let p : E → B be a principal F -fibration, and let f : X → B
be an arbitrary map. Given a p-lifting g : X → E of f and a map
u : X → F , consider the map
gu : X
∆
−−−→ X ×X
g×u
−−−→ E × F
m
−−−→ E.
It is easy to see that the correspondence (g, u) 7→ gu yields a well-
defined map (right action)
(1.1) [Liftp f ]× [X,F ]→ [Liftp f ].
In particular, for every p-lifting g of f the correspondence u 7→ gu
induces a map
Tg : [X,F ]→ [Liftp f ].
1.3. Theorem. Let ξ = {p : E → B} be a principal F -fibration,
and let f : X → B be a map where X is assumed to be paracompact
and locally contractible. If F is a homotopy associative H-space with
a homotopy inversion, then [X,F ] is a group the above action (1.1)
is free and transitive provided [Liftp f ] 6= ∅. In particular, for every
p-lifting g : X → E of f the map Tg is a bijection.
Proof. We start with the following lemma.
1.4. Lemma. The theorem holds if X = B, f = 1X and ξ is the
trivial principal F -fibration.
Proof. In this case every p-lifting g : X → X×F of f = 1X determines
and is completely determined by the map
g : X :
g
−−−→ X × F
p2
−−−→ F.
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In other words, we have the bijection [Liftp f ] ∼= [X,F ], and under this
bijection the action (1.1) turns into the multiplication
[X,F ]× [X,F ]→ [X,F ].
Now the result follows since [X,F ] is a group. ⋄
We finish the proof of the theorem. Consider the induced fibration
f ∗ξ = {q : Y → X} and note that there is an [X,F ]-equivariant
bijection
(1.2) [Liftp f ] ∼= [Liftq 1X ].
Now, suppose that [Liftp f ] 6= ∅ and take a p-lifting g of f . Regarding
Y as the subset of X × E, define the F -equivariant map
h : X × F → Y, h(x, a) = (x, g(x)a), x ∈ X, a ∈ F.
It is easy to see that the diagram
X × F
h
−−−→ Y
p1
y yq
X X
commutes, i.e. h is a map over X . Since X is a locally contractible
paracompact space, and by a theorem of Dold [Dold], there exists a
map k : Y → X × F over X which is homotopy inverse over X to
h. It is easy to see that k is an equivariant map over X . Indeed, if
m1 : X ×F ×F → X ×F and m2 : Y ×F → Y are the corresponding
actions then
m1(k×1) ≃ khm1(k×1) ≃ km2(h×1)(k×1) =≃ km2(hk×1) ≃ km2,
where ≃ denotes the homotopy over X .
In particular, there is an [X,F ]-equivariant bijection
[Liftq 1X ] ∼= [Liftp1 1X ]
where p1 : X×F → X is the projection. Now we compose this bijection
with (1.2) and get [X,F ]-equivariant bijections
[Liftp f ]] ∼= [Liftq 1X ] ∼= [Liftp1 1X ],
and the result follows from Lemma 1.4. 
1.5. Example. If p : E → B is an F -fibration then Ωp : ΩE → ΩB
is a principal ΩF -fibration. Here Ω denotes the loop functor.
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2. Preliminaries on Classifying Spaces
Here we give a brief recollection on Rn bundles, spherical fibrations,
and their classifying spaces. For details, see [Rud, Chapter IV].
2.1. Definition. We define a topological Rn-bundle over a space B
to be an Rn-bundle p : E → B equipped with a fixed section s : B → E
(the zero section). Given two topological Rn-bundles ξ = {p : E → B}
and η = {q : Y → X}, we define a topological Rn-morphism ϕ : ξ → η
to be a commutative diagram
(2.1)
E
g
−−−→ Y
p
y yq
B
f
−−−→ X
where g preserves the sections and induces a homeomorphism on each
of fibers. The last one means that, for every b ∈ B, the map
gb : R
n = p−1(b)→ q−1(f(b)) = Rn, gb(a) = g(a) for all a ∈ p
−1(b)
is a homeomorphism. As usual, we call f the base of the morphism ϕ.
and denote it also bs(ϕ), i.e. bs(ϕ) = f .
We say that topological Rn-morphism ϕ is a morphism over B if
the map f in (2.1) is equal to 1B
A topological Rn-morphism is a topological Rn-isomorphism if the
above mention g is a homeomorphism.
We define two topologicalRn-morphisms ϕ0, ϕ1 : ξ → η to be bundle
homotopic if there exists a topological Rn-morphism Φ : ξ×I → η such
that Φ|ξ × {i} = ϕi, i = 0, 1.
A topological Rn-morphism ϕ : ξ → η is a bundle homotopy equiv-
alence if there exists a topological Rn-morphism ψ : ηtoξ such that ϕψ
and ψϕ are bundle homotopic to the corresponding identity maps.
Frequently, we will say merely “homotopy” instead of “bundle ho-
motopy”, etc. if this does not lead to confusions.
2.2. Theorem–Definition. There exists a topological Rn-bundle
γnTOP with the following universal propert: For every topological R
n-
bundle ξ over a CW -space B, every CW -subspace A of B and every
morphism
ψ : ξA → γ
n
TOP
of topological Rn-bundles, there exists a morphism ϕ : ξ → γnTOP which
is an extension of ψ. The base of γnTOP is called the classifying space
for topological Rn-bundles ans denoted by BTOPn.
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We can regard topological Rn-bundles as (TOPn,R
n)-bundles, i.e.
Rn-bundles with the structure group TOPn. Here TOPn is the topo-
logical group of self-homeomorphism f : Rn → Rn, f(0) = 0. The
classifying space BTOPn of the group TOPn turns out to be a classi-
fying space for topological Rn-bundles.
Consider a topological Rn-bundle ξ over a CW space B. By the
definition of universal bundle, there exists a topological Rn-morphism
ϕ : ξ → γnTOP . We call such ϕ a classifying morphism for ξ. The base
f : B → BTOPn of ϕ is called a classifying map for ξ. It is clear that
ξ is isomorphic over B to f ∗γnTOP .
2.3. Proposition. If ϕ0, ϕ1 : ξ → γ
n
TOP be two classifying mor-
phisms for ξ, then there are homotopic. In particular, a classifying
map f for ξ is determined by ξ uniquely up to homotopy.
Proof. This follows from the universal property 2.2 applied to ξ × I, if
we put A = X × {0, 1} where X denotes the base of ξ. 
2.4. Remark. This is important to understand the difference be-
tween classifying maps and classifying morphisms. Non-homotopic
classifying morphisms can induce homotopic classifying maps. On the
other hand, not every map X → BTOPn is a classifying map, while
every morphism ξ → γN is a classifying morphism. To feel the differ-
ence, consider a trivial Rn-bundle θN over a space X . Then there is a
classifying map X → ∗ ∈ BTOPn), while a corresponding morphism
is a trivialization of θN , i.e. a morphism X × Rn → Rn.
A piecewise linear (in future PL) Rn-bundle is a topological Rn-
bundle ξ = {p : E → B} such that E and B are polyhedra and
p : E → B and s : B → E are PL maps. Furthermore, we require that,
for every simplex ∆ ⊂ B, there is a PL homeomorphism h : p−1(∆) ∼=
∆ × Rn with h(s(∆)) = ∆ × {0}. (For definitions of PL maps, see
[Hud, RS].)
A PL morphism of PL Rn-bundles is a topological Rn-morphism
where the maps g and f in (2.1) are PL maps.
There exists a universal PL Rn-bundle γnPL over a certain space
BPLn. This means that the universal property 2.2 remains valid if we
replace γnTOP by γ
n
PL and “topological R
n bundle” by “PL Rn-bundle”
there. So, BPLn is a classifying space for PL R
n-bundles.
This is worthy to mention that BPLn can be chosen to be a locally
finite simplicial complex, [KS2, Essay IV §8].
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Note that BPLn can also be regarded as the classifying space of a
certain group PLn (which is constructed as the geometric realization
of a certain simplicial group), [KL, LR].
A sectioned Sn-fibration is defined to be an Sn-fibration p : E → B
equipped with a section s : B → E. Morphisms of sectioned Sn-
fibrations are defined similarly to Definition 2.1 where each map gb and
the total map g is assumed to be a pointed proper homotopy equiv-
alence. We shall use the brief term “(Sn, ∗)-fibration” for sectioned
Sn-fibrations and “(Sn, ∗)-morphism” for morphisms of sectioned Sn-
fibrations.
There exists a universal sectioned Sn-fibration γnF . To define it,
replace γnTOP by γ
n
F and “topological R
n bundle” by “sectioned Sn-
fibration” in 2.2. The base BFn of γ
n
F is called the classifying space
for sectioned Sn-fibrations. The space BFn can also be regarded as the
classifying space for the monoid Fn of pointed homotopy equivalences
(Sn, ∗)→ (Sn, ∗).
We need also to recall the space BOn which classifies n-dimensional
vector bundles. This well-known space is described in many sources,
e.g. [MS]. The universal vector bundle over BOn is denoted by γ
n
O.
It is worthy to notice that the spaces BOn, BPLn, BTOPn and BFn
are defined uniquely up to weak homotopy equivalence.
We regard γnPL as the (underlying) topological R
n-bundle and get
the classifying morphism
(2.2) ω = ωPLTOP (n) : γ
n
PL → γ
n
TOP .
We denote by α = αPLTOP (n) : BPLn → BTOPn the base of this mor-
phism.
Given a topological Rn-bundle ξ = {p : E → B}, let ξ• denote the
Sn-bundle
(2.3) ξ• = {p• : E• → B}
where E• is the fiberwise one-point compactification of E. Note that
the added points (“infinities”) give us a certain section of ξ•.
In other words, the TOPn-action on R
n extends uniquely to a TOPn-action on
the one-point compactification Sn of Rn, and ξ• is the (TOPn, S
n)-bundle associ-
ated with ξ. Furthermore, the fixed point ∞ of the TOPn-action on Sn yields a
section of ξ•.
So, ξ• can be regarded as an (Sn, ∗)-fibration over B. In particular,
(γnTOP )
• can be regarded as an (Sn, ∗)-fibration over BTOPn. So, there
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is a classifying morphism
ωTOPF (n) : γ
n
TOP → γ
n
F .
We denote by αTOPF (n) : BTOPn → BFn the base of ω
TOP
F (n).
Finally, we note that an n-dimensional vector bundle over a poly-
hedron X has a canonical structure of PL Rn-bundle over X . Similarly
to above, this gives us a (forgetful) map
αOPL(n) : BOn → BPLn.
So, we have a sequence of forgetful maps
(2.4) BOn
α′
−→ BPLn
α′′
−→ BTOPn
α′′′
−−→ BFn
where α′ = αOPL(n), etc.
2.5. Constructions. 1. Given an F -bundle ξ = {p : E → B}
and an F ′-bundle ξ′ = {p′ : E ′ → B′}, we define the product ξ × ξ′ to
be the F × F ′-bundle
p× p′ : E ×E ′ → B ×B′.
2. Given an F -bundle ξ = {p : E → B} with a section s : B → E
and an F ′-bundle ξ′ = {p′ : E ′ → B′} with a section s′ : B′ → E ′,
we define the smash product ξ ∧ ξ′ to be the F ∧ F ′-bundle as follows.
The map p × p′ : E × E ′ → B × B′ passes through the quotient map
q : E × E ′ → E × E ′/(E × s(B′) ∪ E ′ × s(B), and we set
ξ ∧ η = {π : E × E ′/(E × s(B′) ∪ E ′ × s(B)→ B × B′,
where π is the unique map with p× p′ = πq. Finally, the section s and
s′ yield an obvious section of π.
3. Given an Rm-bundle ξ and an Rn-bundle η over the same space
X , the Whitney sum of ξ and η is the Rm+n-bundle ξ ⊕ η = d∗(ξ × η)
where d : X → X ×X is the diagonal.
Note that if ξ and η are a PL Rm and PL Rn-bundle, respectively,
then ξ × η is a PL Rm+n-bundle.
4. Given a sectioned Sm-bundle ξ and sectioned Sn-bundle η over
the same space X , we set ξ † η = d∗(ξ ∧ η).
We denote by rn = r
TOP
n : BTOPn → BTOPn+1 the map which
classifies γnTOP ⊕ θ
1
BTOPn
. The maps rPLn : BPLn → BPLn+1 and
rOn : BOn → BOn+1 are defined in a similar way.
We can also regard the above map rn : BTOPn → BTOPn+1 as a
map induced by the standard inclusion TOPn ⊂ TOPn+1
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approach, we define rFn : BFn → BFn+1 as the map induced by the
standard inclusion Fn ⊂ Fn+1, see [MM, p. 45].
2.6. Remarks. 1. Regarding Rm as the bundle over the point, we
see that (Rm)• = (Sm) and, moreover,
(Rm × Rn)• = Sm ∧ Sn, i.e. (Rm ⊕ Rn)• = Sm † Sn.
Therefore (ξ ⊕ η)• = ξ• † η• for every Rm-bundle ξ and Rn-bundle η.
2. Generally, the smash product of (sectioned) fibrations is not a
fibrations. But we apply it to bundles only and so do not have any
troubles. On the other hand, there is an operation ∧h, the homotopy
smash product, such that ξ∧h η is the (F ∧G)-fibration over X×Y if ξ
is an F -fibration over X and η is an G-fibration over Y , see [Rud]. In
particular, one can use it in order to define an analog of Whitney sum
for spherical fibrations and then use this one in order to construct the
map BFn → BFn+1.
Now we consider the classifying spaces BOn, BPLn, BTOPn and
BFn as n→∞. In greater detail, we do the following.
Choose classifying spaces B′Fn for (S
n, ∗)-fibrations (i.e., in the
weak homotopy type BFn) and consider the maps r
F
n : B
′Fn → B
′Fn+1
as above. We can assume that every B′Fn is a CW -complex and every
rn is a cellular map. We define BF to be the telescope (homotopy
direct limit) of the sequence
· · · −−−→ B′Fn
rn−−−→ B′Fn+1 −−−→ · · · ,
see e.g. [Rud, Definition I.3.19]. Furthermore, we define BFn to be
the telescope of the finite sequence
· · · −−−→ B′Fn−1
rn−1
−−−→ B′Fn.
(Note that BFn ≃ B
′Fn.) So, we have the sequence (filtration)
· · ·⊂BFn⊂BFn+1⊂ · · · .
So, BF =
⋃
BFn and BFn is closed in BF . Moreover, BF has the
direct limit topology with respect to the filtration {BFn}. Furthermore,
if f : K → BF is a map of a compact space K then there exists n such
that f(K)⊂BFn.
Now, for every n consider a CW -space B′TOPn in the weak ho-
motopy type BTOPn and define B
′′TOP to be the telescope of the
sequence
· · · −−−→ B′TOPn
rn−−−→ B′TOPn+1 −−−→ · · · .
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Furthermore, we define B′′TOPn to be the telescope of the finite se-
quence
· · · −−−→ B′TOPn−1
rn−1
−−−→ B′TOPn.
So, we have the diagram
(2.5)
· · ·⊂ B′′TOPn ⊂ B
′′TOPn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂B
′′TOPy y yp
· · ·⊂ BFn ⊂ BFn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂ BF
where the map p is induced by maps αTOPF (n). Now we apply the Serre
construction and replace every vertical map in the diagram (2.5) by its
fibrational substitute. Namely, we set
BTOP = {(x, ω)
∣∣ x ∈ B′′TOP, ω ∈ (BF )I , p(x) = ω(0)}
and define αTOPF : BTOP → BF by setting α
TOP
F (x, ω) = ω(1). Fi-
nally, we set
BTOPn = {(x, ω) ∈ BTOP
∣∣ x ∈ B′′TOPn, ω ∈ (BFn)I⊂(B′′TOP )I}
and get the commutative diagram
· · ·⊂ BTOPn ⊂ BTOPn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂BTOPy y yp
· · ·⊂ BFn ⊂ BFn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂ BF
where all the vertical maps are fibrations.
Now it is clear how to proceed and get the diagram
(2.6)
· · ·⊂ BOn ⊂ BOn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂ BOy y yαOPL
· · ·⊂ BPLn ⊂ BPLn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂ BPLy y yαPLTOP
· · ·⊂ BTOPn ⊂ BTOPn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂BTOP
αTOPF (n)
y y yαTOPF
· · ·⊂ BFn ⊂ BFn+1 ⊂ · · ·⊂ BF
where all the vertical maps are fibrations. Moreover, each of limit
spaces has the direct limit topology with respect to the corresponding
filtration, and every compact subspace of, say, BO is contained in some
BOn.
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2.7. Convention. Let ξ classify a map fn : X → BFn (say). It
is convenient for us to speak about n = ∞ and write that a map
f : X → BF classify ξ if f can be expressed as
f : X
fn
−−−→ BFn
⊂
−−−→ BF.
Take a point b ∈ BTOP , put (TOP/PL)b := (α
PL
TOP )
−1(b) to be
the fiber of α = αPLTOP , and put
β = βb : (TOP/PL)b → BPL
to be the inclusion of the fiber. In further we allow us to omit the
subscript b and write the fibration α as
(2.7) TOP/PL
βPLTOP−−−→ BPL
αPLTOP−−−→ BTOP.
This will not lead to confusions because, if we choose another point
b′ ∈ BTOP , then the maps βb and βb′ occur to be homotopy equivalent.
We also use the notation TOP/PL for the homotopy fiber of the map
α : BPL→ BTOP .
The homotopy fiber of αOPL : BO → BPL is denoted by PL/O,
the fiber of αFTOP is denoted by F/TOP , etc. Similarly, the homotopy
fiber of the composition, say,
αPLF := α
TOP
F
◦αPLTOP : BPL→ BF
is denoted by F/PL. In particular, we have a fibration
(2.8) TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
b
−−−→ F/TOP.
Finally, note that F/TOP =
⋃
Fn/TOPn where Fn/TOPn denotes the
fiber of the fibration BTOPn → BFn, and F/TOP has the direct limit
topology with respect to the filtration {Fn/TOPn}. The same holds
for other “homogeneous spaces” F/PL, TOP/PL, etc.
Because of well-known results of Milnor [Mi1], all these “homoge-
neous spaces” have the homotopy type of CW -spaces. Furthermore,
all the spaces BO,BPL,BTOP,BF, F/PL, TOP/PL, etc. are infinite
loop spaces, and the maps like in (2.7) (2.8) are infinite loop maps,
see [BV]. In particular, the classifying spaces BO, etc. are homotopy
associative and invertible H-spaces, and the fibrations (2.7), (2.8), etc.
are principal fibrations.
We mention also the following useful fact.
2.8. Lemma. Let Z denote on of the symbols O,PL, F . The above
described map BZn → BZn+1 induces an isomorphism of homotopy
groups in dimensions 6 n− 1 and an epimorphism in dimension n.
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Proof. For Z = O and Z = F it is well known, see e.g. [Br], for
Z = PL it can be found in [HW]. 
2.9. Remark. An analog of Lemma 2.8 holds for TOP as well, see
Remark 3.10.
2.10. Remark. Let Gn denote the topological monoid of homotopy
self-equivalences Sn−1 → Sn−1. Then the classifying space BGn of Gn
classifies Sn−1-fibrations (non-sectioned). Every h ∈ TOPn induces a
map Rn \ {0} → Rn \ {0} which, in turn, yields a self-map
πh : S
n−1 → Sn−1, πh(x) = h(x)/||h(x)||.
So, we have a map TOPn → Gn which, in turn, induces a map
BTOPn −→ BGn
of classifying spaces. In the language of bundles, this map converts
a topological Rn-bundle into a (non-sectioned) spherical fibration via
deletion of the section.
We can also consider the space BG by tending n to ∞. In partic-
ular, we have the spaces G/PL and G/TOP .
There is an obvious forgetful map Fn → Gn+1 (ignore sections),
and it turns out that the induced map BF → BG (as n → ∞) is
a homotopy equivalence, see e.g. [MM, Chapter 3]. In particular,
F/PL ≃ G/PL and F/TOP ≃ G/TOP .
3. Structures on Manifolds and Bundles
A PL atlas on a topological manifold is an atlas such that all the
transition maps are PL ones. We define a PL manifold as a topolog-
ical manifold with a maximal PL atlas. Furthermore, given two PL
manifolds M and N , we say that a homeomorphism h :M → N a PL
homeomorphism if h is a PL map. (One can prove that in this case
h−1 is a PL map as well, [Hud].)
3.1. Definition. (a) We define a ∂PL-manifold to be a topological
manifold whose boundary ∂M is a PL manifold. In particular, every
closed topological manifold is a ∂PL-manifold. Furthermore, every PL
manifold can be canonically regarded as a ∂PL-manifold.
(b) Let M be a ∂PL-manifold. A PL structuralization of M is a
homeomorphism h : V → M such that V is a PL manifold and h in-
duces a PL homeomorphism ∂V → ∂M of boundaries (or, equivalently,
PL homeomorphism of corresponding collars). Two PL structuraliza-
tions hi : Vi → M, i = 0, 1 are concordant if there exist a PL homeomor-
phism ϕ : V0 → V1 and a homeomorphism H : V0×I → M×I such that
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H|V×{0} = h0 andH|V0×{1} = h1ϕ and, moreover, H : ∂V0×I → ∂M×I
coincides with h0× 1I . Any concordance class of PL structuralizations
is called a PL structure on M . We denote by TPL(M) the set of all PL
structures on M .
(c) If M on its own is a PL manifold then TPL(M) contains the
distinguished element: the concordance class of 1M . We call it the
trivial element of TPL(M).
3.2. Remarks. 1. Clearly, every PL structuralization of M equips
M with a certain PL atlas. Conversely, if we equipM with a certain PL
atlas then the identity map can be regarded as a PL structuralization
of M .
2. If M by itself is a PL manifold then the concordance class of
any PL homeomorphism h : V → M is the trivial element of TPL(M).
Indeed, to prove this, we must find a homeomorphism H : V × I →
M × I and a PL homeomorphism ϕ : V → M such that H|V×{0} = h
and H|V×{1} = 1Mϕ = ϕ. But this is easy: put ϕ = h and H(v, t) =
(h(v), t).
3. Recall that two homeomorphism h0, h1 : X → Y are isotopic if
there exists a homeomorphism H : X × I → Y × I (isotopy) such that
p2H : X × I → Y × I → I coincides with p2 : X × I → I. Given
A ⊂ X , we say that h0 and h1 are isotopic relA if there exists an
isotopy H such that H(a, t) = h0(a) for every a ∈ A and every t ∈ I.
In particular, if two PL structuralization h0, h1 : V → M are isotopic
rel ∂V then they are concordant.
4. Given two PL structuralizations hi : Vi → M, i = 0, 1, they are
not necessarily concordant if V0 and V1 are PL homeomorphic. We are
not able to give such examples here, but we do it later, see Remark
3.11(2) and Example 21.2.
3.3. Definition (cf. [Br, Rud]). Given a topological Rn-bundle
ξ, define a PL structuralization of ξ to be a topological Rn-morphism
ϕ : ξ → γnPL. We define a PL structure on ξ to be a homotopy class of
PL structuralizations of ξ.
Let fn : X → BTOPn classify a topological R
n-bundle ξ, and
assume that there is an αPLTOP (n)-lifting
gn : X → BPLn
of fn. Take the gn-adjoint classifying morphism
I : Ign : g
∗
nγ
n → γn.
and consider the morphism
ξ ∼= f ∗nγ
n
TOP = g
∗
nα(n)
∗γnTOP = g
∗
nγ
n
PL
I
−→ γnPL, α(n) := α
PL
TOP (n).
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This morphism ξ → γnPL is a PL structuralization of ξ. It is easy to see
that in this way we have a correspondence
(3.1) [Liftα(n) fn] −→ {PL structures on ξ}.
3.4. Theorem. The correspondence (3.1) is a bijection.
Proof. See [Rud, Theorem IV.2.3], cf. also [Br, Chapter II]. 
Consider now the map
f : X
fn
−−−→ BTOPn ⊂ BTOP
and the map α = αPLTOP : BPL→ BTOP as in (2.6). Every α(n)-lifting
gn : X → BPLn of fn gives us the α-lifting
X
gn
−−−→ BPLn −−−→ BPL
of f . So, we have a correspondence
(3.2) uξ : {PL structures on ξ} −→ [Liftα(n) fn] −→ [Liftα f ]
where the first map is the inverse to (3.1). Furthermore, there is a
canonical map
vξ : {PL structures on ξ} −→ {PL structures on ξ ⊕ θ
1},
and these maps respect the maps uξ, i.e. uξ⊕θ1 = vξuξ. So, we have
the map
(3.3) lim
n→∞
{PL structures on ξ ⊕ θn} −→ [Liftα f ]
where lim means the direct limit of the sequence of sets.
3.5. Proposition. If X is a finite CW -space then the map (3.3)
is a bijection.
Proof. The surjectivity follows since every compact subset of BTOP is
contained in some BTOPn. Similarly, every map X×I → BPL passes
through some BPLn, and therefore the injectivity holds. 
The space TOP/PL is a homotopy associative and homotopy in-
vertible H-space, and hence the set [X, TOP/PL] has a natural group
structure. Here the neutral element is the homotopy class of inessential
map X → TOP/PL. Now, consider a principal F -fibration F → E →
B as in Definition 1.1 and apply it to the case
TOP/PL
β
−−−→ BPL
α
−−−→ BTOP.
Then for every map f : X → BTOP we have a right action
r : [Liftα f ]× [X, TOP/PL] −→ [Liftα f ]
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3.6. Proposition. Suppose that the map f : X → BTOP lifts to
BPL. Then the action r is transitive. Furthermore, for every α-lifting
g of f the map
[X, TOP/PL] −→ [Liftα f ], ϕ 7→ r(g, ϕ)
is a bijection.
Proof. See Theorem 1.3. 
Note that, in view of Propositions 3.3 and 3.6, if a topological
bundle ξ admits a PL structure then the bijection (3.3) turns into the
bijection
(3.4) lim
n→∞
{PL structures on ξ ⊕ θn} −→ [X, TOP/PL]
provided X is a finite CW space.
3.7. Definition. LetM be a ∂PL-manifold. A homotopy PL struc-
turalization of M is a homotopy equivalence h : (V, ∂V ) → (M, ∂M)
such that V is a PL manifold and h|∂V : ∂V → ∂M is a PL homeo-
morphism. Two homotopy PL structuralizations hi : Vi → M, i = 0, 1
are equivalent if there exists a PL homeomorphism ϕ : V0 → V1 such
that h1ϕ is homotopic to h0 rel ∂V . In detail, there is a homotopy
H : V0 × I → M such that H|V×{0} = h0 and H|V0×{1} = h1ϕ and,
moreover, H|V×{t} : ∂V0 → ∂M coincides with h0. Any equivalence
class of homotopy PL structuralizations is called a homotopy PL struc-
ture on X . We denote by SPL(X) the set of all homotopy PL structures
on X .
IfM itself is a PL manifold, we define the trivial element of SPL(M)
as the equivalence class of 1M :M →M .
Pay attention to the map
(3.5) TPL(M)
φ
−−−→ SPL(M)
that regards a PL structuralization as the homotopy PL structuraliza-
tion.
3.8. Definition. Given an (Sn, ∗)-fibration ξ over X , a homotopy
PL structuralization of ξ is an (Sn, ∗)-morphism ϕ : ξ → (γnPL)
•. We
say that two PL structuralizations ϕ0, ϕ1 : ξ → (γ
n
PL)
• are equivalent if
there exists a morphism Φ : ξ × 1I → (γ
n
PL)
• of (Sn, ∗)-fibrations such
that Φ|ξ×1{i} = ϕi, i = 0, 1. Every such an equivalence class is called a
homotopy PL structure on ξ.
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Now, similarly to (3.4), for a finite CW -space X we have a bijection
(3.6) lim
n→∞
{homotopy PL structures on ξ ⊕ θn} −→ [X,F/PL].
However, here we can say more.
3.9. Proposition. The sequence
{{homotopy PL structures on ξ ⊕ θn}}∞n=1
stabilizes. In particular, the map
{homotopy PL structures on ξ ⊕ θn} → [F/PL]
is a bijection if dim ξ >> dimX
Proof. This follows from 2.8. 
Thus, for every RN -bundle ξ that admits a PL structure we have a
commutative diagram
(3.7)
{PL structures on ξ} −−−→ [X, TOP/PL]y a∗y
{homotopy PL structures on ξ•} −−−→ [X,F/PL]
Here the right vertical map a in (2.8) induces the map a∗ : [X, TOP/PL]→
[X,F/PL]. The left vertical arrow converts a morphism of RN -bundles
into a morphism of (SN , ∗)-bundles and regards the last one as a mor-
phism of (SN , ∗)-fibrations.
For a finite CW -space X , the horizontal arrows turn into bijections
if we stabilize the picture. i.e. pass to the limit as in (3.4). Further-
more, the bottom arrow is an isomorphism if N >> dimX .
3.10. Remark. Actually, following the proof of the Main Theorem,
one can prove that TOPm/PLm = K(Z/2, 3) for m > 5, see [KS2,
Essay V, §5]. So, an obvious analog of 2.8 holds for TOP also, and
therefore the top map of the above diagram is a bijection for N large
enough. But, of course, we are not allowed to use these a posteriori
arguments here, until we accomplish the proof of the Main Theorem.
3.11. Remark. We can also consider smooth (= differentiable C∞)
structures on topological manifolds. To do this, we must replace the
words “PL” in Definition 3.3 by the word “smooth”. The related set
of smooth concordance classes is denoted by TD(M).
The set SD(M) of homotopy smooth structures is defined in a
similar way: replace the words “PL” in Definition 3.7 by the word
“smooth”.
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Moreover, every smooth manifold can be canonically converted into
a PL manifold (S. Cairns and J. Whitehead Theorem [Cai, W], see
e.g. [HM]). So, we can define the set PD(M) of smooth structures
on a PL manifold M . To do this, we must modify definition 3.1 as
follows: M is a PL manifold with a compatible smooth boundary, Vi
are smooth manifolds, hi and H are PL isomorphisms.
For convenience of references, we fix here the following theorem of
Smale [Sma]. Actually, Smale proved it for smooth manifolds, a good
proof can also be found in Milnor [Mi4]. However, the proof can be
transmitted to the PL case, see Stallings [Sta, 8.3, Theorem A].
3.12. Theorem. Let M be a closed PL manifold that is homotopy
equivalent to the sphere Sn, n > 5. Then M is PL homeomorphic to
Sn. 
3.13.Example. Now we construct an example of two smooth struc-
turalizations hi : V → S
n, i = 1, 2 that are not concordant. First,
note that there is a bijective correspondence between SD(S
n) and the
Kervaire–Milnor group Θn of homotopy spheres, [KM]. Indeed, Θn
consists of equivalence classes of oriented homotopy spheres: two ori-
ented homotopy spheres are equivalent if they are orientably diffeo-
morphic (= h-cobordant). Now, given a homotopy smooth structural-
ization h : Σn → Sn, we orient Σn so that h has degree 1. In this
way we get a well-defined map u : SD(S
n) → Θn. Conversely, given a
homotopy sphere Σn, consider a homotopy equivalence h : Σn → Sn of
degree 1. In this way we get a well-defined map Θn → SD(S
n) which
is inverse to u.
Note that, because of the Smale Theorem, every smooth homotopy
sphere Σn, n > 5, possesses a smooth function with exactly two critical
points. Thus, SD(S
n) = TD(S
n) = PD(S
n) for n > 5. Kervaire and
Milnor [KM] proved that Θ7 = Z/28, i.e., because of what we said
above, SD(S
7) = TD(S
7) = PD(S
7) consists of 28 elements.
On the other hand, there are only 15 classes of diffeomorphism of
smooth manifolds which are homeomorphic (and PL homeomorphic,
and homotopy equivalent) to S7 but mutually non-diffeomorphic. In-
deed, if an oriented smooth 7-dimensional manifold Σ is homeomorphic
to S7 then Σ bounds a parallelizable manifold WΣ, [KM]. We equip
W an orientation which is compatible with Σ and set
a(Σ) =
σ(WΣ)
8
mod 28
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where σ(W ) is the signature of W . Kervaire and Milnor [KM] proved
that the correspondence
Θ7 → Z/28, Σ 7→ a(WΣ)
is a well-defined bijection.
However, if a(Σ1) = −a(Σ2) then Σ1 and Σ2 are diffeomorphic:
namely, Σ2 is merely the Σ1 with the opposite orientation. So, there
are only 15 smooth manifolds which are homeomorphic (and homotopy
equivalent, and PL homeomorphic) to S7 but mutually non-diffeomorphic.
In terms of structures, it can be expressed as follows. Let ρ :
Sn → Sn be a diffeomorphism of degree -1. Then the smooth struc-
turalizations h : Σ7 → S7 and ρh : Σ7 → S7 are not concordant, if
a(Σ7) 6= 0, 14.
4. From Manifolds to Bundles
Recall that, for every topological manifold Mn, its tangent bundle
τM and normal (with respect to an embedding M ∈ R
N+n, N ≫ n) PL
RN -bundle νM are defined. Here τM is a topological R
n-bundle, and
we can regard νN as a topological R
N -bundle. Furthermore, if M is
a PL manifold then τM and νM turns into PL bundles in a canonical
way, see [KS2, Rud].
Concerning tangent and normal (micro)bundles and their properties, see Mil-
nor [Mi3] for the topological category and Haefliger–Wall [HW] for the PL cate-
gory.
4.1.Construction. Consider a manifoldM (possibly with bound-
ary) and a PL structuralization h : V → M . Let g = h−1 : M → V .
Since g is a homeomorphism, it yields a topological morphism λg :
τM → τV where τV , τM denote the tangent bundles to V,M respectively,
and so we have the correcting topological morphism c(λg) : τM → λ
∗τV .
Now, let ν = νNM be a normal bundle of M in R
N+n with N large
enough. Consider the topological morphism
θN+nM = τM ⊕ ν
N
M −−−→ g
∗τV ⊕ ν
N
M
classif
−−−→ γN+nPL
and regard it as a PL structuralization of θN+n. It is easy to see that
in this way we have the correspondence
(4.1)
jTOP : TPL(M) −→ lim
n→∞
{PL structures on θNM} −→ [M,TOP/PL]
where the last map comes from (3.4).
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Moreover, since g : ∂M → ∂V is a PL homeomorphism, we have a
commutative diagram
TPL(M)
jTOP−−−→ [M,TOP/PL] [M,TOP/PL]y y y
TPL(∂M) −−−→ pt −−−→ [∂M, TOP/PL]
cf. Remark 3.2(2). So, we can (and sometimes shall) regard the map
jTOP from (4.1) as the map
(4.2) jTOP : TPL(M) −→ [(M, ∂M), (TOP/PL, ∗)].
Now we construct a map jF : SPL(M)→ [M,F/PL], a “homotopy
analogue” of jTOP . This construction is more delicate, and we treat
here the case of closed manifolds only. So, let M be a connected closed
PL manifold.
4.2. Definition. Given an (Sn, ∗)-fibration ξ = {E → B} with a
section s : B → E, we define its Thom space Tξ as the quotient space
E/s(B), Given a topological RN -bundle η, we define the Thom space
Tη as Tη := T (η•).
Given a morphism ϕ : ξ → η of (Sn, ∗)-fibrations, we define Tϕ :
Tξ → Tη to be the unique map such that the diagram
E −−−→ E ′y y
Tξ
Tϕ
−−−→ Tη
commutes. Here E ′ is the total space of η.
4.3. Definition. A pointed space X is called reducible if there is
a pointed map f : Sm → X such that f∗ : H˜i(S
m) → H˜i(X) is an
isomorphism for i > m. Every such map f (as well as its homotopy
class or its stable homotopy class) is called a reducibility for X .
We embed Mn in RN+n, N ≫ n and let ν = νM , dim ν = N be a
normal bundle of this embedding. Recall that ν is a PL bundle E → M
whose total space E is PL homeomorphic to a (tubular) neighborhood
U of M in RN+n. We choose such isomorphism and denote it by ϕ :
U → E.
4.4. Construction–Definition. Let Tν be the Thom space of
ν. Then there is a unique map
ψ : RN+n/(RN+n \ U)→ Tν
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such that ψ|U = ϕ. We define the collapse map ι : S
N+n → TνM (the
Browder–Novikov map, cf. [Br, N1]) to be the composition
ι : SN+n
quotient
−−−−→ SN+n/(SN+n \ U) = RN+n/(RN+n \ U)
ψ
−−−→ Tν.
It is well known and easy to see that ι is a reducibility for Tν, see
Corollary 10.7 below.
It turns out that, for N large enough, the normal bundle of a given
embedding M → RN+n exists and is unique up to isomorphism. For
detailed definitions and proofs, see [HW, KL, LR]. The uniqueness
gives us the following important fact. Let ν ′ = {E ′ → M} be another
normal bundle and ϕ′ : U ′ → E ′ be another PL homeomorphism. Let
ι : SN+n → Tν and ι′ : SN+n → Tν ′ be the corresponding Browder–
Novikov maps. Then there is a morphism ν → ν ′ of PL bundles which
carries ι to a map homotopic to ι′.
4.5.Theorem. Consider a PL RN -bundle η overM such that Tη is
reducible. Let α ∈ πN+n(Tη) be an arbitrary reducibility for Tη. Then
there exist an (SN , ∗)-equivalence µ : ν•M → η
• such that (Tµ)∗(ι) = α,
and such a µ is unique up to fiberwise homotopy over M .
The Theorem is a version of the Spivak Theorem [Spi, Theorem A],
cf. also [Br, I.4.19]. Note that our version does not require the simply-
connectedness of M . We postpone the proof to the next Chapter, see
Section 10.
Given a homotopy equivalence h : V → M of closed connected PL
manifolds, let νV be a normal bundle of a certain embedding V ⊂ R
N+n,
and let u ∈ πN+n(TνV ) be the homotopy class of the collapsing map
SN+n → TνV . Let g : M → V be homotopy inverse to h and set
η = g∗νV . The g-adjoint morphism
I = Ig : η = g
∗νV → νV
yields the map TI : Tη → TνV . It is easy to see that T
mathfrakI is a homotopy equivalence, and so there exists a unique
α ∈ πN+n(Tη) with (TI)∗(α) = u. Since u is a reducibility for TνV ,
we conclude that α is a reducibility for Tη. By Theorem 4.5, we get
an (SN , ∗)-equivalence µ : ν•M → η
• with (Tµ)∗(ι) = α. Now, the
morphism
(4.3) (νM )
•
µ
−−−→ η•
classif
−−−−→ γNF
is a homotopy PL structuralization of νM . Because of the uniqueness
of the normal bundle, the homotopy class of this structuralization is
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well defined. So, in this way we have the function
jF : SPL(M) −→ {homotopy PL structures on νM} ∼= [M,F/PL]
where the last bijection comes from 3.9.
4.6. Definition. The function jF is called the normal invariant,
and its value on a homotopy PL structure (as well as on its PL struc-
turalization) is called the normal invariant of this structure (structural-
ization).
5. Homotopy PL Structures on T k ×Dn
Below T k denotes the k-dimensional torus.
5.1. Theorem. Assume that k + n > 5. If x ∈ SPL(T
k × Sn) can
be represented by a homeomorphism M → T k×Sn then jF (x) = 0. 
This is a special case of the Sullivan Normal Invariant Homeomor-
phism Theorem. We prove 5.1 (in fact, a little bit general result) in
the next chapter.
We also prove the Sullivan Theorem in full generality in Chapter III, Section 19.
We must do this loop (repetition) since the proof in Chapter III uses Main Theorem
and hence Theorem 5.1.
5.2.Construction–Definition. Let x ∈ SPL(M) be represented
by a map h : V → M , and let p : M˜ → M be a covering. Then we
have a commutative diagram
V˜
h˜
−−−→ M˜
q
y yp
V
h
−−−→ M
where q is the induced covering. Since h˜ is defined uniquely up to deck
transformations, the concordance class of h˜ is well defined. So, we have
a well-defined map
p∗ : SPL(M)→ SPL(M˜)
where p∗(x) is the concordance class of h˜.
If p is a finite covering, we say that a class p∗(x) ∈ SPL(M˜) finitely
covers the class x.
5.3. Theorem. Let k + n > 5 Then the following holds:
(i) if n > 3 then the set SPL(T
k × Dn) consists of precisely one
(trivial) element;
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(ii) if n < 3 then every element of SPL(T
k × Dn) can be finitely
covered by the trivial element;
(iii) the set SPL(T
k×D3) contains at most one element which cannot
be finitely covered by the trivial element.
Some words about the proof. First, we mention the proof given
by Wall, [W2] and [W3, Section 15 A]. Wall proved the bijection
w : SPL(T
k × Dn) → H3−n(T k). Moreover, he also proved that finite
coverings respect this bijection, i.e. if p : T k×Dn → T k×Dn is a finite
covering then there is the commutative diagram
SPL(T
k ×Dn)
w
−−−→ H3−n(T k;Z/2)
p∗
x xp∗
SPL(T
k ×Dn)
w
−−−→ H3−n(T k;Z/2) .
Certainly, this result implies all the claims(i)–(iii). Wall’s proof uses
difficult algebraic calculations.
Another proof of the theorem can be found in [HS, Theorem C].
Minding the complaint of Novikov concerning Sullivan’s results (see
Preface), we mention that the nice paper of Hsiang and Shaneson [HS]
use a Sullivan’s result. Namely, Hsiang and Shaneson consider the
so-called surgery exact sequence
∂
−−−→ SPL(S
k × T n)
jF−−−→ [Sk × T n, F/PL] −−−→ · · ·
and write (page 42, Section 10):
By [44], every homomorphism h :M → Sk × T n, k =
n ≥ 5, represents an element in the image of ∂.
Here the item [44] of the citation is our bibliographical item [Sul1].
So, in fact, Hsiang and Shaneson use Theorem 5.1. As I already said,
we prove 5.1 in next Chapter. 
6. The Product Structure Theorem, or from Bundles to
Manifolds
Let M be an n-dimensional ∂PL-manifold. Then every PL struc-
turalization h : V →M yields a PL structuralization
h× 1 : V × Rk →M × Rk.
Thus, we have a well-defined map
e : TPL(M)→ TPL(M × R
k).
6.1. Theorem (The Product Structure Theorem). For every n > 5
and every k > 0, the map e : TPL(M)→ TPL(M × R
k) is a bijection.
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In particular, if TPL(M × R
k) 6= ∅ then TPL(M) 6= ∅.
Kirby and Siebenmann made the breakthrough for 6.1 [K1, KS1,
KS2]. Quinn [Q2] gave a nice short proof of 6.1 by developing his
theory of ends of maps, [Q1].
6.2. Corollary (The Classification Theorem). If dimM > 5 and
M admits a PL structure, then the map
jTOP : TPL(M)→ [(M, ∂M), (TOP/PL, ∗)]
is a bijection.
Proof. We construct a map
(6.1) σ : [(M, ∂M), (TOP/PL, ∗)]→ TPL(M)
which is inverse to jTOP . Take an element
a ∈ [(M, ∂M), (TOP/PL, ∗)]
and, using (3.4), interpret it as a homotopy class of a topological RN -
morphism ϕ : θNM → γ
N
PL such that ϕ|∂M is a PL R
N -morphism. The
morphism ϕ yields a correcting isomorphism θNM → b
∗γNPL of topological
RN -bundles over M , where b :M → BPL is the base of the morphism
ϕ. So, we have the commutative diagram
M × RN
h
−−−→ Wy y
M M
where h is a fiberwise homeomorphism and W → M is a PL RN -
bundle b∗γNPL. In particular, W is a PL manifold. Regarding h
−1 :
W →M ×RN as a PL structuralization of M ×RN , we conclude that,
by the Product Structure Theorem 6.1, h−1 is concordant to a map g×1
for some PL structuralization g : V → M . We define σ(a) ∈ TPL(M)
to be the concordance class of g. One can check that σ is a well-defined
map which is inverse to jTOP . Cf. [KS2, Essay IV Theorem 4.1]. 
6.3. Corollary (The Existence Theorem). A topological manifold
M with dimM > 5 admits a PL structure if and only if the tangent
bundle of M admits a PL structure.
Proof. Only claim “if” needs a proof. Let τ = {π : D → M} be the
tangent bundle of M , and let ν = {r : E → M} be a stable normal
bundle of M , dim ν = N . Then E is homeomorphic to an open subset
of RN+n, and therefore we can (and shall) regard E as a PL manifold.
Since τ is a PL bundle, we conclude that r∗τ is a PL bundle over E.
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In particular, the total space M × RN+n of r∗τ turns out to be a PL
manifold, cf. [Mi3]. Now, because of the Product Structure Theorem
6.1, M admits a PL structure. Cf. [KS2, Essay IV Theorem 3.1] 
Let f : M → BTOP classify the stable tangent bundle of a closed
topological manifold M , dimM > 5.
6.4. Corollary. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) M admits a PL structure;
(ii) τ admits a PL structure;
(iii) there exists k such that τ ⊕ θk admits a PL structure;
(iv) the map f admits an αPLTOP -lifting to BPL.
Proof. It suffices to prove that (iv) =⇒ (iii) =⇒ (i). The implication
(iii) =⇒ (i) can be proved similarly to 6.3. Furthermore, since M is
compact, we conclude that f(M)⊂BTOPm for some m. So, if (iv)
holds then f lifts to BPLm, i.e. τ ⊕ θ
m−k admits a PL structure. 
6.5. Remark. It follows from 1.3, 6.3 and 6.2 that the set TPL(M)
of PL structures on M is in a bijective correspondence with the set of
fiber homotopy classes of αPLTOP -liftings of f .
6.6. Remark. It is well known that jF is not a bijection in gen-
eral. The “kernel”’ and “cokernel” of jF can be described in terms of
so-called Wall groups, [W3]. (For M simply-connected, see also Theo-
rem 12.2.) On the other hand, the bijectivity of jTOP (the Classification
Theorem) follows from the Product Structure Theorem. So, informally
speaking, kernel and cokernel of jF play the role of obstructions to
splitting of structures. It seems interesting to develop and clarify these
naive arguments.
6.7. Remark. Since tangent and normal bundles of smooth mani-
folds turn out to be vector bundles, one can construct a map
k : PD(M)→ [M,PL/O]
which is an obvious analog of jTOP . Moreover, the obvious analog of
the Product Structure Theorem (as well as of the Classification and
Existence Theorems) holds without any dimensional restriction. In
particular, k is a bijection for every smooth manifold, [HM].
It is well known (although difficult to prove) that πi(PL/O) = 0
for i 6 6. (See [Rud, IV.4.27(iv)] for the references.) Thus, every
PL manifold M of dimension 6 7 admits a smooth structure, and this
structure is unique if dimM 6 6.
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7. Non-contractibility of TOP/PL
7.1. Theorem (Rokhlin Signature Theorem). Let M be a closed
4-dimensional PL manifold with w1(M) = 0 = w2(M). Then the sig-
nature of M is divisible by 16.
Proof. See [MK], [K2, XI], or the original work [Ro]. In fact, Rokhlin
proved the result for smooth manifolds, but the proof works for PL
manifolds as well. On the other hand, in view of 6.7, there is no
difference between smooth and PL manifolds in dimension 4. 
7.2.Theorem (Freedman’s Example). There exists a closed simply-
connected topological 4-dimensional manifold V with w2(V ) = 0 and
such that E8 is the matrix of the intersection form H
2(V )⊗H2(V )→ Z.
In particular, the signature of V is equal to 8. Furthermore, such a
manifold V is unique up to homeomorphism.
Proof. See [FU], [FQ], or the original work [F]. 
7.3. Comment. Some words on constructing of V . Take the man-
ifold W (plumbing) from Browder [Br, Complement V.2.6]. This is a
smooth 4-dimensional simply-connected parallelizable manifold whose
boundary ∂W is a homology sphere. Furthermore, E8 is the matrix of
the intersection form H2(W )⊗H2(W )→ Z. A key (and very difficult)
result of Freedman [F] claims that ∂W bounds a compact contractible
topological manifold P . Now, put V = W ∪∂W P .
7.4. Corollary. The topological manifolds V and V × T k, k > 1
do not admit any PL structure.
Proof. The claim about V follows from 7.1. (Note that w1(V ) =
0 because V is simply-connected.) Suppose that V × T k has a PL
structure. Then V ×Rk has a PL structure. So, because of the Product
Structure Theorem 6.1, V × R has a PL structure. Hence, by 6.7, it
possesses a smooth structure. Then the projection p2 : V ×R→ R can
be C0-approximated by a map f : V × R → R which coincides with
p2 on V × (−∞, 0) and is smooth on V × (1,∞). Take a regular value
a ∈ (0,∞) of f (which exists because of the Sard Theorem) and set
U = f−1(a). Then U is a smooth manifold (by the Implicit Function
Theorem), and it is easy to see that w1(U) = 0 = w2(U) (because
it holds for both manifolds R and V × R). On the other hand, both
manifolds V and U cut the “tube” V ×R. So, they are (topologically)
bordant, and therefore U has signature 8. But this contradicts the
Rokhlin Theorem 7.1.

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7.5. Corollary. The space TOP/PL is not contractible.
Proof. Indeed, suppose that TOP/PL is contractible. Then every map
X → BTOP lifts to BPL, and so, by 6.3, every closed topological
manifold of dimension greater than 4 admits a PL structure. But this
contradicts 7.4. 
7.6. Remark. Kirby and Siebenmann [KS2, Annex C] constructed
the original example of a topological manifold which does not admit a
PL structure. Namely, they considered the space
X4 = T 4# cone of W
with W as in 7.3 and proved that X × S1 is a topological manifold. If
we assume that X × S1 and argue as in the end of the proof of 7.4, we
construct a manifold Y (an analog of U in 7.4) with w1(Y ) = 0 = w2(Y )
and σ(Y ) = 8. Thus, the 5-manifold X × S1 does not admit PL
structure.
8. Homotopy groups of TOP/PL
Let M be a compact topological manifold equipped with a metric
ρ. Then the space H of self-homeomorphisms M →M gets a metric d
with d(f, g) = sup{x ∈M
∣∣ ρ(f(x), g(x))}.
8.1. Theorem. The space H is locally contractible.
Proof. See [Ch, EK]. 
8.2. Corollary. There exists ε > 0 such that every homeomor-
phism h ∈ H with d(H, 1M) < ε is isotopic to 1M . 
8.3. Construction. We regard the torus T k as a commutative
Lie group (multiplicative) and equip it with the invariant metric ρ.
Consider the map pλ : T
k → T k, pλ(a) = a
λ, λ ∈ N. Then pλ is a
λk-sheeted covering. It is also clear that all the deck transformations
of the covering torus are isometries. Hence the diameter of each of
(isometric) fundamental domain for pλ tends to zero as λ→∞.
8.4. Lemma. Let h : T k×Dn → T k×Dn is a self-homeomorphism
which is homotopic rel ∂(T k × Dn) to the identity. Then there exist
λ ∈ N and a commutative diagram
T k ×Dn
h˜
−−−→ T k ×Dn
pλ
y ypλ
T k ×Dn
h
−−−→ T k ×Dn
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where the lifting h˜ of h is isotopic rel ∂(T k ×Dn) to the identity.
Proof. (Cf. [KS2, Essay V].) First, consider the case n = 0. Without
loss of generality we can assume that h(e) = e where e is the neutral
element of T k. Consider a covering pλ : T
k → T k as in 8.3 and take
a covering h˜ : T k → T k, pλh˜ = h˜pλ of h such that h˜(e) = e. In order
to distinguish the domain and the range of pλ, we denote the domain
of pλ by T˜ and the range of pλ by T . Since h is homotopic to 1T , we
conclude that every point of the lattice L := p−1λ (e) is fixed under h˜.
Given ε > 0, choose δ such that ρ(h˜(x), h˜(y)) < ε/2 whenever
ρ(x, y) < δ. Furthermore, choose λ so large that the diameter of any
closed fundamental domain is less then min{ε/2, δ}. Now, given x ∈ T˜ ,
choose a ∈ L such that a and x belong to the same closed fundamental
domain. Now,
ρ(x, h˜(x) 6 ρ(x, a) + ρ(a, h˜(x)) = ρ(x, a) + ρ(h˜(a), h˜(x)) <
ε
2
+
ε
2
= ε.
So, for every ε > 0 there exists λ such that d(h˜, 1
T˜
) < ε. Thus, by 8.2,
h˜ is isotopic to 1
T˜
for λ large enough.
The proof for n > 0 is similar but a bit more technical. LetDη ⊂ D
n
be the disk centered at 0 and having the radius η. We can always as-
sume that h coincides with identity outside of T k×Dη. Now, asserting
as for n = 0, take a covering pλ as above and choose λ and η so small
that the diameter of every fundamental domain in T˜ × Dη is small
enough. Then
h˜ : T˜ ×Dη → T˜ ×Dη
is isotopic to the identity and coincides with identity outside T˜ ×Dη.
This isotopy is not an isotopy rel T˜ × ∂Dη. Nevertheless, we can easily
extend it to the whole T˜ × Dn so that this extended isotopy is an
isotopy rel ∂(T˜ ×Dn).
If you want an explicit formula, do the following. Given a = (b, c) ∈
T˜ ×Dη, set |a| = |c|. Consider an isotopy
ϕ : T˜×Dη×I → T˜×Dη×I, ϕ(a, 0) = a, ϕ(a, 1) = h˜(a), a ∈ T˜×Dη.
Define ϕ : T˜ ×Dη × I → T˜ ×Dη = ×I by setting
ϕ(a, t) =
{
ϕ(a, t) if |a| 6 η,
ϕ(a, |a|−1
η−1
t) if |a| > η.
Then ϕ is the desired isotopy rel ∂(T˜ ×Dn). 
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8.5. Corollary. Let φ : TPL(T
k × Dn) → SPL(T
k × Dn) be the
forgetful map as in (3.5). If φ(x) = φ(y) then there exists a finite
covering p : T k ×Dn → T k ×Dn such that p∗(x) = p∗(y). 
Consider the map
ψ : πn(TOP/PL) = [(D
n, ∂Dn), (TOP/PL, ∗)]
p∗2−−→
[(T k ×Dn, ∂(T k ×Dn)), (TOP/PL, ∗)]
σ
−→ TPL(T
k ×Dn)
where σ is the map from (6.1) (the inverse map to jTOP ).
8.6. Lemma. The map ψ is injective. Moreover, if p∗ψ(x) = p∗ψ(y)
for some finite covering p : T k ×Dn → T k ×Dn then x = y.
In particular, if p∗ψ(x) is the trivial element of TPL(T
k ×Dn) then
x = 0.
Proof. The injectivity of ψ follows from the injectivity of p∗2 and σ.
Furthermore, for every finite covering p : T k ×Dn → T k ×Dn we have
the commutative diagram
πn(TOP/PL)
ψ
−−−→ TPL(T
k ×Dn)∥∥∥ xp∗
πn(TOP/PL)
ψ
−−−→ TPL(T
k ×Dn)
Therefore x = y whenever p∗ψ(x) = p∗ψ(y). Finally, if p∗ψ(x) is trivial
element then p∗ψ(x) = p∗ψ(0), and thus x = 0. 
Consider the map
ϕ : πn(TOP/PL)
ψ
−−−→ TPL((T
k ×Dn)
φ
−−−→ SPL((T
k ×Dn)
where φ is the forgetful map described in (3.5).
8.7. Theorem (The Reduction Theorem, cf. [K1]). The map ϕ is
injective.
Moreover, if p∗ϕ(x) = p∗ϕ(y) for some finite covering
p : T k ×Dn → T k ×Dn
then x = y.
In particular, if p∗ϕ(x) is the trivial element of TPL(T
k ×Dn) then
x = 0.
We call it the Reduction Theorem because it reduces the calculation
of the group πi(TOP/PL) to the calculation of the sets SPL(T
k×Dn).
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Proof. If ϕ(x) = ϕ(y) then φ(ψ(x)) = φ(ψ(y)). Hence, by Corollary
8.5, there exists a finite covering π : T k × Dn → T k × Dn such that
π∗ψ(x) = π∗ψ(y). So, by Lemma 8.6, x = y, i.e. ϕ is injective.
Now, suppose that p∗ϕ(x) = p∗ϕ(y) for some finite covering p :
T k×Dn → T k×Dn. Then φ(p∗ψ(x)) = φ(p∗ψ(y)). Now, by Corollary
8.5, there exists a finite covering
q : T k ×Dn → T k ×Dn
such that q∗p∗ψ(x) = q∗p∗ψ(y), i.e. (pq)∗ψ(x) = (pq)∗ψ(y). Thus, by
Lemma 8.6, x = y. 
8.8. Corollary (The Main Theorem). πi(TOP/PL) = 0 for i 6=
3. Furthermore, π3(TOP/PL) = Z/2. Thus, TOP/PL = K(Z/2.3).
Proof. The equality πi(TOP/PL) = 0 for i 6= 3 follows from Theorem
??(i,ii) and Theorem 8.7. Furthermore, again because of ?? and 8.7, we
conclude that π3(TOP/PL) has at most two elements. In other words,
TOP/PL = K(π, 3) where π = Z/2 or π = 0. Finally, by Corollary 7.5,
the space TOP/PL is not contractible. Thus, TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3).

CHAPTER II
Normal Invariant
The goal of this chapter is to prove Theorem 5.1. The proof uses
the Sullivan’s result on the homotopy type of F/PL, [Sul1, Sul2].
Note that Madsen and Milgram [MM] gave a detailed proof of those
Sullivan result.
We also need Theorem 4.5. We prove it in Section 10 in the form
that is suitable for our aim.
9. Stable equivalences of spherical bundles
Given a sectioned spherical bundle ξ over a finite CW -space X , let
aut ξ denote the group of fiberwise homotopy classes of self-equivalences
ξ → ξ over X , where we assume that all homotopies preserve the
section.
We denote by σk = σkX the trivial S
k-bundle over X with a fixed
section. In another words, σk = (θk)•.
9.1. Proposition. There is a natural bijection
autσk = [X,Fk].
Proof. Because of the exponential law, every map X → Fk yields a
section-preserving map X × Sk → X × Sk over X , and vice versa. Cf.
[Br, Prop. I.4.7]. 
Consider the map
µ : Fk × Fk → F2k, µ(a, b) = a ∧ b : S
2k = Sk ∧ Sk → Sk ∧ Sk = S2k
where we regard a, b ∈ Fk as pointed maps S
k → Sk. Let T : Fk×Fk →
Fk × Fk be the transpose map, T (a, b) = (b, a).
9.2. Lemma. The maps µ : Fk × Fk → F2k and µT : Fk × Fk →
F2k, k > 0 are homotopic.
Proof. Consider the map
τ : S2k = Sk ∧ Sk → Sk ∧ Sk = S2k, τ(u, v) = (v, u)
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and note that, for every a, b ∈ Fk, we have
(µ◦T )(a, b) = τ ◦µ(a, b)◦τ.
First, consider the case of k odd. Then there is a pointed homotopy
ht between τ and 1S2k . Now, the pointed homotopy ht◦µ(a, b)◦ht is
a pointed homotopy between (µ◦T )(a, b) and µ(a, b) which yields a
homotopy between µT and µ.
Now consider the case of k even. We regard S2k as R2k ∪∞ with
R2k = {(x1, . . . , x2k)} and define τ
′, τ ′′ : S2k → S2k by setting
τ ′(x1, x2, x3, . . . , x2k) = (x2, x1, x3, . . . , x2k),
τ ′′(x1, . . . , x2k−2, x2k−1, x2k) = (x1, . . . , x2k−2, x2k, x2k−1),
(i.e. τ ′ permutes the first two coordinates and τ ′′ permutes the last
two coordinates). Since k is even, we conclude that τ ′ ≃ τ ≃ τ ′′.
Furthermore, τ ′′τ ′ ≃ 1S2k . If we fix such pointed homotopies then we
get the pointed homotopies
(µ◦T )(a, b) = τ ◦µ(a, b)τ ≃ τ ′′◦µ(a, b)τ ′ = τ ′′◦(a ∧ b)τ ′
= τ ′′◦(a ∧ 1)◦(1 ∧ b)τ ′ = (a ∧ τ ′′)◦(τ ′ ∧ b)
= (a ∧ 1)◦(τ ′′τ ′)◦(1 ∧ b) ≃ a ∧ b = µ(a, b)
which yield the homotopy µ◦T ≃ µ. 
9.3. Corollary. Let ϕ, ψ : σk → σk be two automorphisms of
σk. Then the automorphisms ϕ † ψ and ψ † ϕ of σ2k are fiberwise
homotopic. 
Given two spherical bundles ξ and η over X , consider the bundle
ξ ∧ η over X × X . We denote by ∆ : X → X × X the diagonal and
consider the ∆-adjoint bundle morphism
J := I∆,ξ∧η : ξ † η → ξ ∧ η.
9.4. Proposition. For every automorphism ϕ : η → η the diagram
ξ † η
J
−−−→ ξ ∧ η
1†ϕ
y y1∧ϕ
ξ † η
J
−−−→ ξ ∧ η
commutes 
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9.5. Corollary. The diagram
ξ † η † η
J
−−−→ (ξ † η) ∧ η
(1†1)∧ϕ
−−−−→ (ξ † η) ∧ η∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
ξ † η † η
J
−−−→ (ξ † η) ∧ η
(1†ϕ)∧1
−−−−→ (ξ † η) ∧ η
commutes up to homotopy. 
10. Proof of Theorem 4.5
We need certain preliminaries on stable duality [Spa1]. Given a
pointed map f : X → Y , let Sf : SX → SY denote the reduced
suspension over f . So, we have a well-defined map
S : [X, Y ]• → [SX, SY ]•, [f ]→ [Sf ]
10.1. Proposition. Suppose that πi(Y ) = 0 for i < n and that X
is a CW -space with dimX < 2n − 1. Then the map S : [X, Y ]• →
[SX, SY ]• is a bijection.
Proof. This is the famous Freudenthal Suspension theorem, see e.g.
[FFG, H, Spa2, Sw] 
Given two pointed spaces X, Y , we define {X, Y } to be the direct
limit of the sequence
[X, Y ]•
S
−−−→ [SX, SY ]•
S
−−−→ · · · −−−→ [SnX,SnY ]•
S
−−−→ . . . .
In particular, we have the obvious maps
Σ : (Y, ∗)(X,∗) −→ [X, Y ]• −→ {X, Y }.
Given a pointed map f : X → Y , the element Σ(f) ∈ {X, Y } is called
the stable homotopy class of f . The standard notation for this one is
{f}, but, as usual, in several cases we use the same notation f for f ,
[f ] and {f}.
It is well known that, for n > 2, the set [SnX,SnY ]• has a natural
structure of the abelian group, and the corresponding maps S are ho-
momorphisms, [Sw]. So, {X, Y } turns out to be a group. Furthermore,
by Theorem 10.1, if X is a finite CW -space then the map
[SNX,SNY ]• → {SNX,SNY }
is a bijection for N large enough.
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10.2. Definition. A map f : Sd → A ∧ A⊥ is called a (stable)
d-duality if, for every space E, the maps
uE : {A,E} → {S,E ∧A
⊥}, uE(ϕ) = (ϕ ∧ 1A⊥)u
and
uE : {A⊥, E} → {S,A ∧ E}, uE(ϕ) = (1A ∧ ϕ)u
are isomorphisms.
10.3. Proposition-Construction. Let u : Sd → A∧A⊥ be a d-
duality between two finite CW -spaces. Then, for all i and π, the map
u yields an isomorphism
Hi(u; π) : H˜
i(A⊥; π)→ H˜d−i(A, π).
Proof. Recall that
Hn(A⊥; π) = [A,K(π, n)]• = [SNA,K(π,N + n)]•
where K(π, i) is the Eilenberg–MacLane space. Because of Theorem
10.1, the last group coincides with {SNA,K(π,N + n)} for N large
enough, and therefore
Hn(A⊥; π) = {SNA,K(π,N + n)} for N large enough.
Furthermore, let εn : SK(π, n) → K(π, n + 1) be the adjoint map
to the standard homotopy equivalence K(π, n) → ΩK(π, n + 1), see
e.g. [Sw]. G. Whitehead [Wh] noticed that
H˜n(A; π) = lim−→ [S
N+n, K(π,N) ∧A]•.
Here lim
−→
is the direct limit of the sequence
[SN+n, K(π,N) ∧A]• −→ [SN+n+1, SK(π,N) ∧ A]•
ε∗−−−→ [SN+n+1, K(π,N) ∧A]•
(see [Gray, Ch 18] or [Rud, II.3.24] for greater details). Since εn is an
n-equivalence, and because of Theorem 10.1, we conclude that
H˜n(A; π) = [S
N+n, K(π,N) ∧A] for N large enough.
So, again because of Theorem 10.1,
H˜n(A; π) = {S
N+n, K(π,N) ∧ A}
for N large enough.
Now, consider a d-duality u : Sd → A ∧ A⊥. Fix i and choose N
large enough such that
H˜ i(A⊥; π) = {SNA⊥, K(π,N + i)},
H˜d−i(A; π) = {S
N+d, K(π,N + i) ∧A}.
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Put K = K(π,N + i). By suspending the domain and the range, we
get a duality (denoted also by u)
u : SN+d → A ∧ SNA⊥.
This duality yields the isomorphism
uK : H˜ i(A⊥; π) = {SNA⊥, K} → {SN+d, K ∧ A} = H˜d−i(A; π),
and we set Hi(u; π) := u
K. 
10.4. Definition. We dualize 4.3 and say that a pointed map a :
A → Sk (or its stable homotopy class a ∈ {A, Sk}) is a coreducibility
if the induced map
a∗ : H˜ i(Sk)→ H˜ i(A)
is an isomorphism for i 6 k.
10.5. Proposition. Let u : Sd → A∧A⊥ be a d-duality between two
finite CW -spaces, and let k 6 d. A class α ∈ {A⊥, Sk} is a coreducibil-
ity if and only if the class β := uS
k
α ∈ {Sd−k, A} is a reducibility.
Proof. Let Hi(u) : H˜
i(A⊥) → H˜d−i(A) be the isomorphism as in 10.3.
Note that the standard homeomorphism v : Sd → Sk ∧ Sd−k is a d-
duality. It is easy to see that the diagram
H˜ i(A⊥)
Hi(u)
−−−→ H˜d−i(A)
α∗
x xβ∗
H˜ i(Sk)
Hi(v)
−−−→ H˜d−i(S
d−k)
commutes. In particular, the left vertical arrow is an isomorphism if
and only if the right one is. 
Consider a closed connected n-dimensional PL manifold M and
embed it in RN+n+k with N large enough. Let ι : SN+n+k → TνN+k
be a collapse map as in 4.4, and let
J : (νN+k)• = (νN )• † σk −→ (νN)• ∧ σk
be the morphism as in 9.4, where σk = σkM .
10.6. Theorem. The map
SN+n+k
ι
−−−→ TνN+k
TJ
−−−→ TνN ∧ σk
is an (N + n + k)-duality map.
Proof. This is actually proved in [DP]. For greater detail, see [Rud,
V.2.3(i)]. 
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10.7.Corollary. If the manifoldM is orientable then the collapse
map ι : SN+n → TνN is a reducibility.
Proof. Recall that Tσk = (M × Sk)/M = Sk(M+). Consider a sur-
jective map e : M+ → S0 and define ε = Ske : Tσk → Sk. The
map
Skι : SkSN+n = SN+n+k → TνN+k = SkTν
can be written as
SN+n+k
Skι
−−→ TνN+k = TνN ∧ Tσk
1∧ε
−−→ TνN ∧ Sk = SkTν,
where the composition of first two maps is the duality from 10.6. Hence
ι is dual to ε with respect to duality (10.2). Clearly, ε is a coreducibility
because M is orientable. Thus, the result follows from 10.5. 
For technical reasons, it will be convenient for us to consider the
duality
(10.1) SN+n+2k → TνN+2k
TJ
−→ TνN+k ∧ Tσk.
This duality yields an isomorphism
(10.2)
D := uS
k
: {Tσk, Sk} → {SN+n+2k, Sk ∧ TνN+k}
= {SN+n+k, T νN+k}.
10.8. Proposition. For every automorphism ϕ : σk → σk the
following diagram commutes up to homotopy:
SN+n+2k
ι
−−−→ TνN+2k
TJ
−−−→ TνN+k ∧ Tσk
T (1†ϕ)∧1
−−−−−→ TνN+k ∧ Tσk∥∥∥ ∥∥∥ ∥∥∥
SN+n+2k −−−→ TνN+2k
TJ
−−−→ TνN+k ∧ Tσk
1∧Tϕ
−−−→ TνN+k ∧ Tσk
Proof. This follows from 9.5 . 
Every automorphism ϕ : σk → σk yields a homotopy equivalence
T (1 † ϕ) : TνN+k = T (νN † σk) −−−→ T (νN † σk) = TνN+k
and hence an isomorphism
T (1 † ϕ)∗ : {S
N+n+k, T νN+k} → {SN+n+k, T νN+k}.
So, we have the autσk-action
aν : autσ
k × {SN+n+k, T νN+k} → {SN+n+k, T νN+k},
aν(ϕ, α) = T (1 † ϕ)∗(α).
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Similarly, every automorphism ϕ of σk induces a homotopy equivalence
Tσk → Tσk, and therefore we have the action
aσ : autσ
k × {Tσk, Sk} → {Tσk, Sk}.
10.9. Theorem. The diagram
aut σk × {Tσk, Sk}
aσ−−−→ {Tσk, Sk}
1×D
y yD
autσk × {SN+n+k, T νN+k}
aν−−−→ {SN+n+k, T νN+k}
commutes.
Proof. This follows from 10.8 and the definition of D, aν and aσ. 
Because of Theorem 10.1, for k large enough we have
{Tσk, Sk} = πk(Tσk) and {SN+n+k, T νN+k} = πN+n+k(Tν
N+k).
Then we can rewrite the diagram from Theorem 10.9 as
(10.3)
aut σk × πk
(
Tσk
) aσ−−−→ πk (Tσk)
1×D
y yD
aut σk × πN+n+k
(
TνN+k
) aν−−−→ πN+n+k (TνN+k)
Let R ∈ πN+n+k(Tν
N+k) be the set of reducibilities, and let C ∈
πk(Tσk) be the set of coreducibilities. Then, clearly, aν(R) ⊂ R and
aσ(C) ⊂ C. Therefore, in view of Proposition 10.5, the diagram (10.3)
yields the commutative diagram
(10.4)
autσk × C
aσ−−−→ C
1×D
y yD
autσk ×R
aν−−−→ R
10.10. Theorem. For every α, β ∈ C there exists an automorphism
ϕ of σk such that aσ(ϕ, α) = β. Moreover, this ϕ is unique up to
fiberwise homotopy. In other words, the action aσ : autσ
k × C → C is
free and transitive.
Proof. Recall that Tσk = (M×Sk)/M . So, for every m ∈M , a pointed
map f : Tσk → Sk yields a pointed map fm : S
k
m → S
k where Skm is
the fiber over m. Furthermore, f represents a coreducibility if and
only if all maps fm belong to Fk. In other words, every coreducibility
Tσk → Sk yields a homotopy class M → Fk], and in fact we have a
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bijectioj C → [M,Fk] there. Moreover, it is easy to see that, in view of
Proposition 9.1, the action aσ coincides with the map
[M,Fk]× [M,Fk]→ [M,Fk]
induced by the product in Fk, and the result follows. 
Since D is an isomorphism, Theorem 10.10 yields the following
corollary.
10.11. Corollary. The action aν : aut σ
k × R → R is free and
transitive. 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 4.5. Assuming dim η =
N + k to be large enough, we conclude that ν• and η• are homotopy
equivalent overM , see Atiyah [At, Prop. 3.5]. (Note that Atiyah works
with non-sectioned bundles, but there is no problem to adapt the proof
for sectioned ones.) Choose any such FN+k-equivalence ϕ : η
• → ν• and
consider the induced homotopy equivalence Tϕ : Tη → Tν. Clearly,
the composition
β : SN+n+k
α
−−−→ Tη
Tϕ
−−−→ Tν
is a reducibility. So, by 10.11, there exists an FN+k-equivalence λ :
ν• → η• over M with (Tλ)∗(β) = ι. Now, we define µ : ν
• → η•
to be the fiber homotopy inverse to λϕ. (The existence of an inverse
equivalence can be proved following Dold [Dold], cf. also [May]).
Clearly, µ∗ι = α. This proves the existence of the required equivalence
µ.
Furthermore, if there exists another equivalence µ′ : η• → ν•, then
µ′◦µ−1(ι) = ι, and so µ and µ′ are homotopic over M . This proves the
uniqueness of µ. Thus, Theorem 4.5 is proved. 
11. Normal Morphisms, Normal bordisms, and F/PL
Throughout the section we fix a closed orientable n-dimensional PL
manifold M .
11.1. Definition ([Br]). A normal morphism at M is a PL RN -
morphism ϕ : νV → ξ where ξ is a PL R
N -bundle over M , V is a closed
PL manifold, and νV is PL R
N -bundle of V in RN+n.
11.2. Example. Let h : V → M be a homotopy equivalence and
g :M → V a homotopy inverse map to h. Consider the normal bundle
ν of V and put ξ := g∗(ν). Then h∗(ξ) = h∗g∗ν = ν. The correcting
morphism ν = h∗(ξ)→ ξ is a normal morphism.
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A normal morphism is called reducible if the map
SN+n
collapse
−−−−→ TνV
Tϕ
−−−→ Tξ
is a reducibility.
Because of the Thom Isomorphism Theorem, a normal morphism
is reducible whenever its base V →M is a map of degree 1. (One can
prove that ξ is orientable if V and M are.)
We denote the set of all reducible normal morphisms at M by
Nor(M). (For persons who aks whether Nor(M) is a set, we take the
space R∞ and assume that all the spaces in 11.1 are contained in R∞.)
11.3. Construction–Definition. Represent a map (homotopy
class) f : M → F/PL by an (SN , ∗)-morphism ϕ : ν•M → (γ
N
PL)
• with
N large enough, see (3.9). Set ξ = (bsϕ)∗γNPL. Then the correcting
(SN , ∗)-morphism ν•M → ξ
• is a commutative diagram
(11.1)
U •
g
−−−→ U ′•
q
y yp
M M
where νM = {q : U →M}, ξ = {p : U
′ → M} are PL RN -bundles, and
U •, U ′• are fiberwise one-point compactifications of U and U ′, respec-
tively.
We regard M as the zero section of ξ, M ⊂ U ′ and deform g to
a map t : U • → U ′• which is transverse to M . Set V = t−1(M) and
b = t|V : V →M . We can assume that V ⊂ U . So, we get the b-adjoint
PL RN -morphism
(11.2) Ib : b
∗ξ → ξ, bs(Ib) = b : V →M.
Note that b∗ξ is the normal bundle of V in U , and therefore it is
the normal bundle νV ot V in R
N+n because U is the open subset of
RN+n. In other words, the morphism (11.2) is a normal morphism at
M . We say that the normal morphism (11.2) is associated with a map
(homotopy class) f :M → F/PL.
Clearly, there are many normal morphisms that are associated with
a given map f :M → F/PL.
11.4. Construction–Definition. Let
(11.3) ϕ : νV → ξ
be a reducible normal morphism atM and assume that dim νV is large.
Consider a collapse map (homotopy class) ι : SN+n → TνM as in 4.4.
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Since the map
α : SN+n
collapse
−−−−→ TνV
Tϕ
−−−→ Tξ
is a reducibility, there exists, by Theorem 4.5, a unique (SN , ∗)-morphism
µ : ν•M → ξ
• with µ∗(ι) = α. Now, the morphism
ν•M
µ∗
−−−→ ξ•
classif
−−−→ (γNPL)
•
is a homotopy PL structuralization of νM . Thus, in view of (3.9), we
get a homotopy class in [M,F/PL]. We denote by fϕ : M → F/PL
any representative of this class.
11.5.Proposition. The normal morphism (11.3) is associated with
the map fϕ :M → F/PL. 
11.6. Definition. The function
(11.4) Γ = ΓM : Nor(M) −→ [M,F/PL], ϕ 7→ [fϕ].
is called the normal invariant for M .
.
Probably, a reader noticed that we already defined normal invariant
jF in Definition 4.6. Now we show that these two definitions (for ho-
motopy structures and for normal morphisms) are quite close to each
other. The relation between Γ and jF appears in the commutative
diagram
he(M) −−−→ NorMy yΓ
SPL(M)
jF−−−→ [M,F/PL]
where he(M) is the set of homotopy equivalences whose targets is M .
The horizontal top map is explained in Example 11.2, the left vertical
map send a homotopy equivalence to its equivalence class as Defini-
tion 3.7.
11.7. Definition ([Br]). A normal bordism between two normal
morphisms ϕi : νVi → M, i = 0, 1 at M is a PL R
N -morphism Φ :
νW → ξ where W is a compact PL manifold with ∂W = V0 ⊔ V1 and
Φ|Vi = ξ, i = 0, 1. Furthermore, νM is the PL normal R
N -bundle of W .
D
ĉ
−−−→ E ′y y
W
c
−−−→ M
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where D → W is a normal bundle of W and E → M is the same
bundle as in Definition 11.1. Furthermore, W is a compact manifold
with ∂W = V0 ⊔ V1 and (ĉ, c)|Vi = (̂bi, bi), i = 0, 1.
We say that two normal morphisms are normally bordant if there
exists a normal bordism between these two normal morphisms. Clearly,
“to be normally bordant” is an equivalence relation. The equivalence
classes are called the normal bordism classes. We denote by [NorM ]
the set of normal bordism classes at M .
11.8. Theorem. If ϕ0, ϕ1 are two normally bordant normal mor-
phisms at M then fϕ0
∼= fϕ1 : NorM → F/PL. So, the map Γ yields
a map
Γ˜ : [NorM ]→ F/PL, Γ˜[ϕ] = [Γ(ϕ)].
Moreover, the map Γ˜ is a bijection;
Proof (sketch). This is a version of the Pontryagin–Thom theorem.
We give a sketch and leave the detail to the reader. Let Φ be a nor-
mal bordism as in Definition 11.7. Follow 11.4 and construct a map
Fφ : M → F/PL. Then FΦ|M×{i} = fϕi for i = 0, 1. So, the above
mentioned map Γ˜ is well-defined.
To construct an inverse map ∆ to Γ˜, take a map f : M → F/PL
and put ∆[f ] to be the normal bordism class that is associated to f .
Check that this normal bordism class is well-defined and that Γ˜ and ∆
are inverse to each other. 
Recall that a closed manifold is called almost parallelizable if it
becomes parallelizable after deleting of a point. Note that every al-
most parallelizable manifold is orientable (e.g., because its first Stiefel–
Whitney class is equal to zero).
11.9. Proposition. For every V m be an almost parallelizable PL
manifold V m there exists a reduciible normal morphism with a base
V →M .
Proof. We regard Sm = {(x1, . . . , xm+1)
∣∣ ∑x2i = 1} as the union of
two discs, Sm = D+ ∪D−, where
D+ = {x ∈ S
m|xm+1 > 0}, D− = {x ∈ S
m|xm+1 6 0}.
Take a map b : V → M of degree 1. We can assume that there is a
small closed disk D0 in V such that b+ := b|D0 : D0 → D+ is a PL
homeomorphism. We set W = V \ (IntD0). Since W is parallelizable,
there exists a PL morphism ϕ− : νV |W → θD− such that b|W : W → D−
is the base of ϕ. Furthermore, since b+ is a PL homeomorphism, there
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exists a morphism ϕ+ : νV |D0 → θ|D+ over b+ such that ϕ+ and ϕ−
coincide over b|∂W : ∂W → S
m−1. Together ϕ+ and ϕ− give us a
PL morphism ϕ : νV → ξ where ξ is a PL bundle over S
m. Clearly,
ϕ is a normal morphism with the base b, and it is reducible because
deg b = 1. 
12. The Sullivan Map s : [M,F/PL]→ PdimM
We define the groups Pi by setting
Pi =


Z if i = 4k,
Z/2 if i = 4k + 2,
0 if i = 2k + 1
where k ∈ N.
Given a closed connected n-dimensional PL manifold M (which is
assumed to be orientable for n = 4k), we define a map
(12.1) s : [M,F/PL]→ Pn
as follows. Given a homotopy class f :M → F/PL, consider a normal
morphism
Ib : b
∗ξ → ξ, bs(I) = b : V →M
associated with f , see (11.2).
For n = 4k, let ψ be the symmetric bilinear intersection form on
Ker{b∗ : H2k(V ;Q)→ H2k(M ;Q)}.
We define s(u) = σ(ψ)/8 where σ(ψ) is the signature of ψ. It is well
known that σ(ψ) is divisible by 8, (see e.g. [Br]), and so s(u) ∈ Z.
Also, it is easy to see that σ(ψ) = σ(V )− σ(M), and so
s(u) =
σ(V )− σ(M)
8
where σ(V ), σ(M) is the signature of the manifold V,M , respectively.
For n = 4k + 2, we define s(u) to be the Kervaire invariant of the
normal morphism Ib, see e.g. [Br].
The routine arguments show that s is well-defined, i.e. it does not
depend on the choice of the associated normal morphism. See [Br, Ch.
III, §4] or [N1] for details.
In particular, if b is a homotopy equivalence then s(u) = 0.
One can prove that, for all M , the map s is a homomorphism of
abelian groups, where the abelian group structure on [M,F/PL] is
given by the H-space structure on F/PL.
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Given a map f :M → F/PL, it is useful to introduce the notation
s(M, f) := s([f ]) where [f ] is the homotopy class of f .
12.1. Theorem. (i) The map s : [S4i, F/PL]→ Z is surjective for
all i > 1,
(ii) The map s : [S4i−2, F/PL]→ Z/2 is surjective for all i > 0 .
(iii) The image of the map s : [S4, F/PL] → Z is the subgroup of
index 2.
Proof. (i) For every k > 1 Milnor constructed a parallelizable 4k-
dimensional smooth manifold W 4k of signature 8 and such that ∂W
is a homotopy sphere, see [Br, V.2.9]. Since, by Theorem 3.12, every
homotopy sphere of dimension> 5 is PL homeomorphic to the standard
one, we can form a closed PL manifold
V := W ∪S4k−1 D
4k
of the signature 8. Because of Proposition 11.9, there exists a reducible
normal morphism with the base V 4k → S4k. Because of Proposition
11.5, this normal morphism is associated with a certain map (homotopy
class) f : S4k → F/PL. Thus,
s(S4k, f) =
σ(V 4k)− gs(S4k)
8
= 1.
(ii) The proof is similar to that of (i), but we must use (4k+2)-
dimensional parallelizable Kervaire manifolds W , ∂W = S4k+1 of the
Kervaire invariant one, see [Br, V.2.11].
(iii) The Kummer algebraic surface [K2] gives us an example of
4-dimensional almost parallelizable smooth manifold of the signature
16. So, Im s ⊃ 2Z.
Now suppose that there exists f : S4 → F/PL with s(S4, f) = 1.
Then there exists a normal morphism with the base V 4 → S4 and such
that V has signature 8. Since normal bundle of V is induced from
a bundle over S4, we conclude that w1(V ) = 0 = w2(V ). But this
contradicts the Rokhlin Theorem 7.1. 
12.2. Theorem (Sullivan [Sul2]). For any closed simply-connected
PL manifold M of dimension > 5, the sequence
0 −−−→ SPL(M)
jF−−−→ [M,F/PL]
s
−−−→ PdimM
is exact, i.e. jF is injective and Im jF = s
−1(0).
Proof. See [Br, II.4.10 and II.4.11]. Note that the map ω in loc. cit.
is the zero map because, by Theorem 3.12, every homotopy sphere of
dimension > 5 is PL homeomorphic to the standard sphere. 
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12.3. Corollary. We have π4i(F/PL) = Z, π4i−2(F/PL) = Z/2,
and π2i−1(F/PL) = 0 for every i > 0. Moreover, the homomorphism
s : [Sk, F/PL]→ Pk
is an isomorphism for k 6= 4, while for k = 4 it has the form
Z = π4(F/PL)
s
−−−→ P4 = Z, a 7→ 2a.
Proof. First, if k > 4 then, because of the Smale Theorem 3.12,
SPL(S
k) is the one-point set. Now the result follows from Theorem 12.2
and 12.1.
If k 6 4 then πk(PL/O) = 0, cf. Remark 6.7. So, πk(F/PL) =
πk(F/O). Moreover, the forgetful map πk(BO) → πk(BF ) coincides
with the Whitehead J-homomorphism. So, we have the long exact
sequence
· · · → πk(F/O)→ πk(BO)
J
−−−→ πk(BF )→ πk−1(F/O)→ · · · .
For k 6 5 all the groups πk(BO) and πk(BF ) are known (note that
πk(BF ) is the stable homotopy group πk+N−1(S
N)), and it is also
known that J is an epimorphism for k = 1, 2, 4, 5, see e.g. [Ad]. Thus,
πk(F/O) ∼= Pi for k 6 4.
The last claim follows from Theorem 12.1. 
13. The Homotopy Type of F/PL[2]
Recall that, given a space X and an abelian group π, we allow
us to ignore the distinction between lements of Hn(X ; π) and maps
(homotopy classes) X → K(π, n).
13.1. Notation. Given a prime p, let Z[p] be the subring of Q con-
sisting of all irreducible fractions with denominators relatively prime
to p, and let Z[1/p] be the subgroup of Q consisting of the fractions
m/pk, m ∈ Z. Given a simply-connected space X , we denote by X [p]
and X [1/p] the Z[p]- and Z[1/p]-localization of X , respectively. Fur-
thermore, we denote by X [0] the Q -localization of X . For the defini-
tions, see [HMR].
13.2. Proposition (Sullivan [Sul1, Sul2]). For every i > 0 there
are cohomology classes
K4i ∈ H
4i(F/PL;Z[2]), K4i−2 ∈ H
4i−2(F/PL;Z/2)
such that
s(M4i, f) = 〈f ∗K4i, [M ]〉
for every closed connected oriented PL manifold M , and
s(N4i−2, f) = 〈f ∗K4i−2, [N ]2〉.
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for every closed connected manifold N . Here [M ] ∈ H4i(M) is the
fundamental class of M , [N ]2 ∈ H
4i−2(N ;Z/2) is the modulo 2 funda-
mental class of N , and 〈−,−〉 is the Kronecker pairing.
Proof. Let MSO∗(−) denote the oriented bordism theory, see e.g.
[Rud]. Recall that if two maps f :M4i → F/PL and g : N4i → F/PL
are bordant (as oriented singular manifolds) then s(M, f) = s(N, g).
Thus, s defines a homomorphism
s˜ :MSO4i(F/PL)→ Z.
It is well known that the Steenrod–Thom map
t :MSO∗(−)⊗ Z[2]→ H∗(−;Z[2])
splits, i.e. there is a natural map v : H∗(−;Z[2]) → MSO∗(−) ⊗ Z[2]
such that tv = 1 (a theorem of Wall [W1], see also [St, Rud, As]. In
particular, we have a natural homomorphism
ŝ : H4i(F/PL;Z[2])
v
−−−→ MSO4i(F/PL)⊗ Z[2]
s˜
−−−→ Z.
Since the evaluation map
ev : H∗(X ;Z[2])→ Hom(H∗(X ;Z[2]),Z[2]),
(ev(u)(v) = 〈u, v〉, u ∈ H∗(X ;Z[2]), u ∈ H∗(X ;Z[2])
is surjective for all X , there exists a class K4i ∈ H
4i(F/PL;Z[2]) such
that ev(K4i) = ŝ. Now
s(M, f) = ŝ(f∗[M ]) = 〈K4i, f∗[M ]〉 = 〈f
∗K4i, [M ]〉.
So, we constructed the desired classes K4i.
The construction of classes K4i−2 is similar. Let MO∗(−) denoted
the non-oriented bordism theory. Then the map s yields a homomor-
phism
s˜ :MO4i−2(F/PL)→ Z/2.
Furthermore, there exists a natural map H∗(−;Z/2)→MO∗(−) which
splits the Steenrod–Thom homomorphism, and so we have a homomor-
phism
ŝ : H4i−2(F/PL;Z/2) −−−→ MO4i−2(F/PL)⊗ Z[2]
s˜
−−−→ Z/2
with ŝ(f∗([M ]2) = s(M, f). Now we can complete the proof similarly
to the case of classes K4i. 
We set
(13.1) Π :=
∏
i>1
(K(Z[2], 4i)×K(Z/2, 4i− 2)) .
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Together the classes K4i : F/PL → K(Z[2], 4i), i > 1 and K4i−2 :
F/PL→ K(Z[/2, 4i− 2), i > 1 yield a map
(13.2) K : F/PL→ Π
such that for each i > 1 the map
F/PL
K
−−−→ Π
projection
−−−−−−→ K(Z[2], 4i)
coincides with K4i and the map
F/PL
K
−−−→ Π
projection
−−−−−−→ K(Z/2, 4i− 2)
coincides with K4i−2.
13.3. Lemma. The map
(13.3) K[2] : F/PL[2]→ Π
induced an isomorphism of homotopy groups in dimensions ≥ 5.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 12.1 and Corollary 12.3. 
Let Y be the Postnikov 4-stage of F/PL. So, we have a map
(13.4) ψ : F/PL −−→ Y
that induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups in dimension 6 4.
Consider the map
φ : F/PL[2]→ Y [2]×Π, φ(x) = (ψ[2](x), K[2](x)).
13.4. Theorem. The map
φ : F/PL[2]→ Y [2]×Π
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. The maps
φ∗ : πi(F/PL[2]→ πi(Y [2]× Π)
ari isomorphism for all i. Indeed, for i 6 4 the holds since ψ is the
Postnikov 4-approximation of F/PL, for> 5 it follows from 13.3. Thus,
φ is a homotopy equivalence by the Whitehead Theorem. 
Now we discuss the space Y in greater detail. We have π2(Y ) = Z/2,
π4(Y ) = Z, and πi(Y ) = 0 otherwise. So, we have a K(Z, 4)-fibration
(13.5) K(Z, 4)
i
−−−→ Y
p
−−−→ K(Z/2.2)
whose characteristic class is the Postnikov invariant
κ ∈ H5(K(Z/2, 2)) := κ ∈ H5(K(Z/2, 2);Z)
of Y . We shall see in Theorem 13.8 below that κ = δSq2ι2 6= 0. Hence,
κ is also the first non-trivial Postnikov invariant of F/PL.
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13.5. Lemma. There exists a map g : CP2 → F/PL such that
s(CP2, g) = 1.
Proof. Let η denote the canonical complex line bundle over CP2. First,
we prove that 24η is fiberwise homotopy trivial. Let H : S3 → S2 be
the Hopf map. Consider the Puppe sequence
S3
H
−−−→ S2 −−−→ CP2 −−−→ S4
and the induced exact sequence
[S3, BF ]
H∗
←−−− [S2, BF ] ←−−− [CP2, BF ] ←−−− [S4, BF ]
Let ΠSn denotes the n-th stable homotopy group πn+N (S
N), N large.
Note that [Sn, BF ] = ΠSn−1. We have [S
4, BF ] = ΠS3 = Z/24, [H].
Furthermore, the homomorphism
Z/2 = [S3, BF ]
H∗
←−−− [S2, BF ] = Z/2
is an isomorphism, because the suspension SNH : SN+3 → SN+2 is the
generator of πN+3S
N+2 = Πn = Z/2 for N large. Hence, [CP
2, BF ]
is a quotient group of Z/24. In particular, 24η is fiberwise homotopy
trivial.
So, the classifying map CP2 → BO → BPL for 24η lifts to F/PL,
In other words, there exist a map g : CP2 → F/PL such that the map
CP2
g
−−−→ F/PL −−−→ BPL
classifies 24η. Since 〈p1(η), [CP
2]〉 = 1, we have 〈(p1(24η), [CP
2]〉 = 24,
and therefore 〈L1(24η), [CP
2]〉 = 8 (here p1 and L1 denote the first
Pontryagin class and first Hirzebruch class, respectively), see [MS].
Thus, s(CP2, g) = 8/8 = 1, and therefore 〈K4, g∗[CP
2]〉 = 1. 
Let h : π4(F/PL) → H4(F/PL) be the Hurewicz homomorphism.
Let tors denotes the torsion subgroup of H4(F/PL).
13.6. Lemma. The map
a : Z = π4(F/PL)
h
−−−→ H4(F/PL)
quotient
−−−−→ H4(F/PL)/ tors = Z
is not surjective.
Proof. Consider the Leray–Serre spectral sequence of the fibration
(13.5) and note thatH4(Y )/ tors = Z, becauseH4(K(Z, 4)) = Z and all
the groups H˜i(K(Z/2, 2)) are finite. Furthermore, H4(F/PL) ∼= H4(Y )
since Y is a Postnikov 4-stage of F/PL. Thus, H4(F/PL)/ tors = Z.
Because of 12.3 and 13.2, the subgroup 〈K4, Im a〉 of Z consist of
even numbers. On the other hand, 〈K4, g∗[CP
2]〉 = 1 by Lemma 13.5.
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Thus, the image of g∗[CP
2] in H4(F/PL)/ tors does not belong to Im a.

Consider the short exact sequence
0 −−−→ Z
2
−−−→ Z[2]
ρ
−−−→ Z/2 −−−→ 0
where 2 over the arrow means multiplication by 2 and ρ is the modulo
2 reduction. This exact sequence yields the Bockstein exact sequence
· · · −→ Hn(X ;Z)
2
−−−→ Hn(X ;Z)
ρ∗
−−−→ Hn(X ;Z/2)
δ
−−−→ Hn+1(X ;Z) −→ · · · .
(13.6)
Put X = K(Z/2, n) and consider the fundamental class
ιn ∈ H
n(K(Z/2, n);Z/2).
Then we have the class δ := δ(ιn) ∈ H
n+1(K(Z/2, n),Z). According to
what we said above, we regard δ as a map δ : K(Z/2, n)→ K(Z, n+1)
and/or the cohomology operation
δ : Hn(−;Z/2)→ Hn+1(−,Z).
13.7. Lemma. We have: Hn+3(K(Z/2, n)) = Z/2 = δSq2ιn for all
n > 4.
Proof. Put ι = ιn. We have
Hn+3(K(Z/2, n),Z/2) = Z/2⊕ Z/2 = {Sq3ι, Sq2Sq1ι},
[MT, Ch. 9]. Let
β := ρ∗δ : H
i(−;Z/2)→ H i+1(−;Z/2)
be the Bockstein homomorphism. Since β(Sq3ι) 6= 0, we conclude that
Sq3ι /∈ Im{ρ∗ : H
n+3(K(Z/2, n))→ Hn+3(K(Z/2, n),Z/2)},
see [MT, Ch. 11]. Since the homomorphism
ρ∗ ⊗ 1 : H∗(−)⊗ Z/2→ H∗(−;Z/2)
is injective, we conclude that the group Hn+3(K(Z/2, n)) is cyclic, and
this group is 2-primary in view of Serre Class Theory, [MT, Ch. 10].
Hence, the group Hn+3(K(Z/2, n)) generates δSq2ι since ρ∗δSq
2ι =
Sq3ι generates Hn+3(K(Z/2, n);Z/2). Finally, δSq2ι has the order 2
since 2δ = 0. 
Recall that we denote by κ ∈ H5(K(Z/2, 2)) the characteristic class
of the fibration (13.5).
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13.8. Theorem. We have κ = δSq2ι2, and it is an element of
order 2 in the group H5(K(Z/2, 2)) = Z/4. So, κ is the first non-
trivial Postnikov invariant of F/PL.
Proof. Note that κ 6= 0 because of 13.6. Indeed, otherwise Y ∼=
K(Z, 4)×K(Z/2, 2). But this contradicts Lemma 13.6
Let Ω be the loop functor on category of topological spaces and
maps. Since F/PL is an infinite loop space, the Postnikov invariant κ
of F/PL can be written as ΩNaN for all N and suitable
aN ∈ [K(Z/2, N + 2), K(Z.N + 5)] = H
N+5(K(Z/2, N + 2);Z).
By Lemma 13.7, for N > 5 the last group is equal to Z/2. Thus, κ has
the order 2. It is easy to see that
H5(K(Z/2, 2)) = Z/4 = {x}
with 2x = δSq2ι2, see e.g. [Rud, Lemma VI.2.7]. Thus, κ = δSq
2ι2.

13.9. Lemma. Let X be a finite CW -space such that the group
H∗(X) is torsion free. Let Z be an infinite loop space such the groups
πi(Z) have no odd torsion for all i. Then the group [X,Z] is torsion
free. In particular, the group [X,F/PL[1/2]] is torsion free.
Proof. It suffices to prove that [X,Z[p]] is torsion free for every odd
prime p. Note that Z[p] is an infinite loop space since Z is. So, there
exists a connected p-local spectrum E such that
E˜0(−) = [−, Z[p]] = [−, Z ⊗ Z[p].
Moreover, E−i(pt) = πi(E) = πi(Z)⊗ Z[p], So, because of the isomor-
phism E˜0(X) ∼= [X,Z[p]], it suffices to prove that E∗(X) is torsion
free. Consider the Atiyah–Hirzebruch spectral sequence for E∗(X). Its
initial term is torsion free because E∗(pt) and H∗(X) are torsion free.
Hence, the spectral sequence degenerates, and thus the group E∗(X)
is torsion free. 
13.10. Proposition. Let X be a finite CW -space such that the
group H∗(X) is torsion free. Let f : X → F/PL be a map such that
f ∗K4i = 0 and f
∗K4i+2 = 0 for all i > 1. Then f is null-homotopic.
Proof. Consider the commutative square
F/PL
l1−−−→ F/PL[2]
l2
y yl3
F/PL[1/2]
l4−−−→ F/PL[0]
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where the horizontal maps are the Z[2]-localizations and the verti-
cal maps are the Z[1/2]-localizations. Because of 13.4, [X,F/PL] is
a finitely generated abelian group, and so it suffices to prove that
both l1◦f and l2◦f are null-homotopic. First, we remark that l2◦f
is null-homotopic whenever l1◦f is. Indeed, since H∗(X) is torsion
free, the group [X,F/PL[1/2]] is torsion free by 13.9. Now, if l1◦f
is null-homotopic then l3◦l1◦f is null-homotopic, and hence l4◦l2◦f is
null-homotopic. Thus, l2◦f is null-homotopic since [X,F/PL[1/2]] is
torsion free.
So, it remains to prove that l1◦f is null-homotopic.
Clearly, the equalities f ∗K4i = 0 and f
∗K4i−2 = 0, i > 1, imply
that the map
X −−−→ F/PL
l1−−−→ F/PL[2] ≃ Y [2]× Π
p2
−−−→ Π
is null-homotopic. So, it remains to prove that the map
g : X
f
−−−→ F/PL
l1−−−→ F/PL[2] ≃ Y [2]×Π
p1
−−−→ Y [2]
is null-homotopic.
It is easy to see thatH4(Y [2];Z[2]) = Z[2], see e.g. [Rud, VI.2.9(i)].
Let u ∈ H4(Y ;Z[2]) be a free generator of the free Z[2]-moduleH4(Y ;Z[2]).
The fibration (13.5) gives us the following diagram with the exact row:
H4(X ;Z[2])
i∗−−−→ [X, Y [2]]
p∗
−−−→ H2(X ;Z/2)yu∗
H4(X ;Z[2])
Note that
u∗i∗ : Z[2]→ Z[2]
is the multiplication by 2ε where ε is an invertible element of the ring
Z[2], see e.g. [Rud, VI.2.9(ii)]. Since f ∗K2 = 0, we conclude that
p∗(g) = 0, and so g = i∗(a) for some a ∈ H
4(X ;Z[2]). Now,
0 = u∗(g) = u∗(i∗a) = 2aε.
But H∗(X ;Z[2]) is torsion free, and thus a = 0. 
For completeness, we mention also that F/PL[1/2] ≃ BO[1/2]. So,
there is a Cartesian square (see [MM, Sul2])
F/PL −−−→ Π× Yy y
BO[1/2]
ph
−−−→
∏
K(Q, 4i)
where ph is the Pontryagin character.
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14. Splitting Theorems
14.1. Definition. Let An+k and W n+k be two connected PL man-
ifolds (without boundaries), and let Mn be a closed PL submanifold of
A. We say that a map g : W n+k → An+k splits along Mn if there exists
a homotopy
gt : W
n+k → An+k, t ∈ I
such that:
(i) g0 = g;
(ii) there is a compact subset K of W such that gt|W\K = g|W\K
for all t ∈ I;
(iii) the map g1 is transverse to M (and hence g
−1
1 (M) is a closed
PL submanifold of M1), and the map b := g1|g−1
1
(M) : g
−1
1 (M) → M is
a homotopy equivalence.
We also say that the homotopy G : W × I → A,G(w, t) = gt(w)
realizes the splitting of g.
An important special case is when An+k = Mn ×Bk for some con-
nected manifold Bk. In this case we can regard M as submanifold
M × {b0}, b0 ∈ B of A and say that g : W → A splits along M if it
splits along M × {b0}. Clearly, this does not depend on the choice of
{b0}, i.e. g splits along M × {b0} if and only if it splits along M × {b}
with any other b ∈ B.
Recall that a map f is called proper if f−1(C) is compact whenever
C is compact. A map f : X → Y is called a proper homotopy equiv-
alence if there exist a map g : Y → X and homotopies F : gf ≃ 1X ,
G : fg ≃ 1Y such that all the four maps f, g, F : X × I → X , and
G : Y × I → Y are proper.
14.2.Theorem. LetMn, n ≥ 5 be a closed connected n-dimensional
PL manifold such that π1(M) is a free abelian group. Then every proper
homotopy equivalence h : W n+1 →Mn × R splits along Mn.
Proof. Because of the Thom transversality theorem, there is a homo-
topy ht : W → M × R satisfies condition (ii) of 14.1 and such that h1
is transversal to M . We let f = h1. Because of a crucial theorem of
Novikov [N2, Theorem 3], there is a sequence of surgeries of the inclu-
sion f−1(M) ⊂W in W such that the final result of these surgeries is a
homotopy equivalence V ⊂W . Using the Pontryagin–Thom construc-
tion, we can realize this sequence of surgeries via a homotopy ft such
that ft satisfies conditions (i)–(iii) of 14.1 with f
−1
1 (M) = V . 
14.3. Theorem. Let Mn be a manifold as in 14.2. Then every
homotopy equivalence W n+1 →Mn × S1 splits along Mn.
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Proof. See [Fa], cf. also [FH]. 
14.4. Corollary. Let Mn be a manifold as in 14.2. Let T k denote
the k-dimensional torus. Then every homotopy equivalence W n+k →
Mn × T k splits along Mn.
Proof. This follows from 14.3 by induction. 
14.5. Theorem. Let Mn be a manifold as in 14.2. Then every
homeomorphism h : W n+k → Mn × Rk splits along Mn.
Proof. We use the Novikov’s torus trick. The inclusion T k−1×R ⊂ Rk
yields the inclusion
M × T k−1 × R ⊂M × Rk.
We set W1 := h
−1(M ×T k−1×R). Note that W1 is a smooth manifold
since it is an open subset of W . Now, set
(14.1) u = h|W1 :W1 →M × T
k−1 × R.
Then, by 14.2, u splits along M × T k−1, i.e. there is a homotopy ut as
in 14.1. We set f := u1, V := f
−1(M×T k−1), and g := f |V . Because of
14.4, g : V →M × T k−1 splits along M . Hence, f splits along M , and
therefore u in (14.1) splits along M . This splitting yields a homotopy
ut with u0 = u as in Definition 14.1. Now, we define the homotopy
kt : W →M × R
k
by setting kt|W1 := ut|W1 and kt|W\W1 := h|W\W1. Note that {kt}
is a well-defined and continuous family since the family {ut} satisfies
14.1(ii). It is clear that kt satisfies the conditions (i)—(iii) of 14.1 and
that k1 extends f on the whole W , i.e. h splits alongM . Thus, h splits
along M . 
14.6. Remarks. 1. The above used Theorems 14.2,14.3. and 14.5
of Novikov and Farrell–Hsiang were originally proved for smooth man-
ifolds, but they are valid for PL manifolds as well, because there is an
analog of the Thom Transversality Theorem for PL manifolds, [Wil].
2. In the above mentioned theorems we require the spaces to have
free abelian fundamental groups. For arbitrary fundamental groups,
there are obstructions to the splittings that involves algebraicK-theory
of the fundamental group π. In fact, in Theorem 14.3 there is an
obstruction that is in an element of the Whitehead group Wh(π) of π.
For Theorem 14.2, there are two obstructions: in K0(π) and in Wh(π).
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14.7. Lemma. Suppose that a map g : W → A splits along a sub-
manifold M of A. Let ξ = {E → A} be a PL bundle over A, let
g∗ξ = {D → W}, and let Ig : g
∗ξ → ξ be the g-adjoint bundle mor-
phism. Finally, let l : D → E be the map of the total spaces induced by
k. Then l splits over M . (Here we regard A as the zero section of ξ,
and so M turns out to be a submanifold of E).
Proof. Let G : W × I → A be a homotopy which realizes the splitting
of g. Recall that g∗ξ × I is equivalent to G∗ξ. Now, the morphism
g∗ξ × I ∼= G∗ξ
Ig
−−−→ ξ
gives us the homotopy D× I → E which realizes the splitting of l. 
14.8. Lemma. Let M be a manifold as in 14.2. Consider two PL
RN -bundles ξ = {U → M} and η = {E → M} over M and a topolog-
ical morphism ϕ : ξ → η over M of the form
U
g
−−−→ Ey y
M M.
Then there exists k such that the map
g × 1 : U × Rk → E × Rk
splits along M , where M is regarded as the zero section of η.
Proof. Take a PL Rm-bundle ζ such that η ⊕ ζ = R60N+m and let W
be the total space of ξ ⊕ ζ . Then the morphism
ϕ⊕ 1 : ξ ⊕ ζ → η ⊕ ζ = θN+m
yields a map of the total spaces
(14.2) Φ : W → M × RN+m.
Because of Theorem 14.5, the map Φ splits alongM . Furthermore, the
morphism
ϕ⊕ 1⊕ 1 : ξ ⊕ ζ ⊕ η → η ⊕ ζ ⊕ η
yields a map of the total spaces
g × 1 : U × R2N+m → E × R2N+m.
In view of Lemma 14.7, this map splits over M because Φ does. So,
we can put k = 2N +m. 
Now, let a : TOP/PL→ F/PL be a map as in (2.8).
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14.9. Theorem. Let M be as in 14.2. Then the composition
[M,TOP/PL]
a∗−−−→ [M,F/PL]
s
−−−→ PdimM
is trivial, i.e., sa∗(v) = 0 for every v ∈ [M,TOP/PL]. In other words,
s(M, af) = 0 for every f :M → TOP/PL.
Proof. In view of (3.4), every element v ∈ [M,TOP/PL] gives us a
(class of a) topological morphism
ϕ : νNM −→ γ
N
PL
of PL RN -bundles. To map the class v ∈ [M,TOP/PL] to the class
a∗v ∈ [M,F/PL], we must convert ϕ to the (equivalence class of the)
(SN , ∗)-morphism ϕ• : (νM)
• → (γNPL)
•. Now, we follow ?? and con-
struct a commutative diagram
(14.3)
U •
g
−−−→ U ′•
q
y yp
M M
like (11.1). However, here g is a homeomorphism. Thus, g(U) = U ′,
and so we get the diagram
(14.4)
U
g
−−−→ U ′
q
y yp
M M
which is a topological morphism of PL bundles over M .
We embed M in U ′ as the zero section of p. By the definition of
the map s, we conclude that s(M, a∗v) = 0 if the map g : U → U
′
splits along M (because in this case the associated normal morphism
is a map over a homotopy equivalence). Furthermore for any k, the
topological morphisms ϕ and
νM ⊕ θ
k (ϕ⊕1)−−−→ γNPL ⊕ θ
k −−−→ γN+kPL
represent the same element of [M,TOP/PL]. Hence, s(M, a∗v) = 0
provided there exists at least one k such that the map
g × 1 : U × Rk → U ′ × Rk
splits along M . But this follows from Lemma 14.8, since (14.4) is a
topological morphism 
Now we show that the condition dimM ≥ 5 in 14.9 is not necessary.
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14.10. Corollary. Let M be a closed connected PL manifold such
that π1(M) is a free abelian group. Then s(M, af) = 0 for every map
f :M → TOP/PL.
Proof. Let CP2 denote the complex projective plane, and let
p1 :M × CP
2 →M
be the projection on the first factor. Then s(M × CP2, gp1) = s(M, g)
for every g :M → F/PL, see [Br, Ch. III, §5]. In particular, for every
map f ;M → TOP/PL we have
s(M, af) = s(M × CP2, (af)p1) = s(M × CP
2, a(fp1)) = 0
where the last equality follows from Theorem 14.9. 
15. Detecting Families
Recall the terminology: a singular smooth manifold in a space X
is a map M → X of a smooth manifold M .
Given a CW -space X , consider a connected closed smooth singular
manifold γ : M → X in X . Then, for every map f : X → F/PL, the
invariant s(M, fγ) ∈ PdimM is defined. Clearly, if f is null-homotopic
then s(M, fγ) = 0.
15.1. Definition. Let {γj : Mj → X}j∈J be a family of closed
connected smooth singular manifolds in X ; here J is an index set.
We say that the family {γj : Mj → X} is a detecting family for X
if, for every map f : X → F/PL, the validity of all the equalities
s(Mj, fγj) = 0, j ∈ J implies that f is null-homotopic.
Note that F/PL is an H-space, and hence, for every detecting
family {γj : Mj → X}, the collection {s(Mj, fγj)} determine a map
f : X → F/PL uniquely up to homotopy.
The concept of detecting family is related to Sullivan’s “character-
istic variety”, but it is not precisely the same. If a family F of singular
manifolds in X contains a detecting family, then F on its own is a de-
tecting family. On the contrary, the characteristic variety is in a sense
“minimal” detecting family.
15.2. Lemma. Let X be a finite CW -space such that the group
H∗(X) is torsion free. Let {γj : Mj → X} be a family of smooth
oriented closed connected singular manifolds in X such that, for each
m, the elements (γj)∗[M
2m
j ] generate the group H2m(X). Then {γj} is
a detecting family for X
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Proof. Consider a map f : X → F/PL such that sj(Mj , fγj) = 0 for
all j ∈ J . We must prove that f is null-homotopic.
Because of 13.10, it suffices to prove that f ∗Ki = 0 and f
∗K4i−2 = 0
for all i ≥ 1. Furthermore, H∗(X) = Hom(H∗(X),Z) because H∗(X)
is torsion free. So, it suffices to prove that
(15.1) 〈f ∗K4i, z〉 = 0 for all z ∈ H4i(X)
and
(15.2) 〈f ∗K4i−2, z〉 = 0 for all z ∈ H4i−2(X ;Z/2).
First, we prove (15.1). Since the classes (γj)∗[Mj ], dimMj = 4i gener-
ates the group H4i(X), it suffices to prove that
〈f ∗K4i, (γj)∗[Mj ]〉 = 0 whenever dimMj = 4i.
But, because of 13.2, for every 4i-dimensional Mi we have
0 = s(Mj , fγj) = 〈(fγi)
∗K4i, [Mj ]〉 = 〈f
∗K4i, (γj)∗[Mj ]〉 .
This completes the proof of the equality (15.1).
For the case i = 4k − 2, note that the group H4i−2(X ;Z/2) is
generated by the elements (γj)∗[Mj ]2, dimMj = 4k − 2, since H∗(X)
is torsion free. Now the proof can be completed similarly to the case
i = 4k. 
15.3. Theorem. Let X be a connected finite CW -space such that
the group H∗(X) is torsion free. Then X admits a detecting family
{γj :Mj → X} such that each Mj is orientable.
Proof. Since H∗(X) is torsion free, every homology class in H∗(X) can
be realized by a closed connected smooth oriented singular manifold,
see e.g. [Co, 15.2] or [Rud, 6.6 and 7.32]. Now apply Lemma 15.2. 
15.4. Example. Let X be the space T k × Sn. Clearly, H2m(X) is
generated by fundamental classes of submanifolds T 2m and T 2m−n×Sn
of T k × Sn. Hence, X has a detected family {γj :Mj → X} such that
each Mj is either T
r or T r × Sn.
16. Normal Invariant of a Homeomorphism: a Special Case
16.1.Theorem. If the element x ∈ SPL(T
k×Sn) can be represented
by a homeomorphism h : V →M , then jF (x) = 0
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Proof. Put M = T k × Sn. The maps jTOP and jF from section 3 can
be included in the commutative diagram
(16.1)
TPL(M)
jTOP−−−→ [M,TOP/PL]y ya∗
SPL(M)
jF−−−→ [M,F/PL]
where the left arrow is the obvious forgetful map and a∗ is induced by
a as in (2.8).
Suppose that x can be represented by a homeomorphism h : V →
M . Consider a map f :M → TOP/PL such that jTOP (h) is homotopy
class of f . Then, clearly, the class jF (x) ∈ [M,F/PL] is represented
by the map
M
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL.
As we explained in Example 15.4, M possesses a detecting family
{γj :Mj →M} where each Mj is either T
r or T r×Sn. Hence, by 14.9
and 14.10, s(Mj, afγj) = 0 for all j. So, af is null-homotopic since
{γj} is a detecting family . Thus, jF (x) = 0. 

CHAPTER III
Applications and Consequences
17. The Space F/TOP
Because of the Main Theorem and results of Freedman [F] and
Scharlemann [Sch], the Transversality Theorem holds for topological
manifolds and bundles. For the references, see Rudyak [Rud, IV.7.18].
Since we have the topological transversality, we can define the maps
s′ : [M,F/TOP ]→ PdimM
where M turns out to be a topological manifold. These map s′ are
obvious analog of maps s defined in (12.1): you need merely replace
PL by TOP in Equation (12.1) and Theorem 13.2. We leave it to the
reader.
The following proposition states the main difference between F/PL
and F/TOP .
17.1. Proposition. The map s′ : π4(F/TOP )→ Z is a surjection.
Proof. Note that the Freedman manifold V from Theorem 7.2 is almost
parallelizable and has signature 8. Now the proof can be completed just
as 12.1(i). 
17.2. Remark. Kirby and Siebenmann [KS2] used a homology 4-
manifold of signature 8 in order to prove Proposition 17.1. The paper
of Freedman appeared later.
17.3. Theorem. (i) For i 6= 4 the map b : F/PL → F/TOP
induces an isomorphism
b∗ : πi(F/PL)→ πi(F/TOP ).
(ii) The homomorphism
b∗ : Z = π4(F/PL)→ π4(F/TOP ) = Z
is the multiplication by 2.
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Proof. (i) Recall that TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3) and π4(F/PL) = Z. So,
the exactness of the homotopy sequence of the fibration
TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
b
−−−→ F/TOP
in (2.8) yields an isomorphism b∗ : πi(F/PL) ∼= πi(F/TOP ) for i 6= 4.
(ii) We have the commutative diagram
0 = π4(TOP/PL)
a∗
y
Z = π4(F/PL)
s
−−−→ Z
b∗
y
π4(F/TOP )
s′
−−−→ Zy
Z/2 = π3(TOP/PL)y
0 = π3(F/PL)
where the middle vertical line is a short exact sequence. Therefore
π4(F/TOP ) = Z or π4(FTOP ) = Z ⊕ Z/2. By Theorem 12.1(iii),
Im s is the subgroup 2Z of Z, while s′ is a surjection by 17.3. Thus,
π4(F/TOP ) = Z and b∗ is the multiplication by 2. 
Now, following 13.2, we can introduce the classes
K ′4i ∈ H
4i(F/TOP,Z[2]) and K ′4i−2 ∈ H
4i−2(F/TOP,Z/2)
such that
s′(M4i, f) = 〈f ∗K ′4i, [M ]〉 and s
′(N4i−2, f) = 〈f ∗K ′4i−2, [N ]2〉.
However, here M and N are allowed to be topological (i.e. not neces-
sarily PL) manifolds.
Similarly to (13.2), together these classes yield the map
K ′ : F/TOP −→
∏
i>0
(K(Z[2], 4i)×K(Z/2, 4i− 2)) .
such that for each i > 0 the map
F/TOP
K ′
−−−→ Π
projection
−−−−−−→ K(Z/2, 4i− 2) (resp. K(Z[2], 4i)
coincides with K ′4i−2 (resp. K
′
4i).
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17.4. Theorem. The map
K ′[2] : K ′ : F/TOP [2] −−→
∏
i>0
(K(Z[2], 4i)×K(Z/2, 4i− 2))
is a homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Together 12.1 and 17.1 imply that the homomorphisms
s′ : π2i(F/TOP ) −−→ P2i
are surjective. Now, in view of 17.3, all the homomorphisms s′’s are
isomorphisms, and the result follows. 
So, the only difference between the spaces F/PL and F/TOP is
that F/TOP [2] has trivial Postnikov invariants, while F/PL[2] has ex-
actly one non-trivial Postnikov invariant δSq2ι2 ∈ H
5(K(Z/2, 2);Z[2]).
Now we discuss the groups πi(BTOP ). Consider the map
α = αPLTOP : BPL→ BTOP
and the fibration
TOP/PL −−→ BPL
α
−−→ BTOP
as in (2.7). Since π3(BPL) = 0 and πi(TOP/PL) = 0 for i 6= 3, we
conclude that
α∗ : πi(BPL) −−→ πi(BTOP )
is an isomorphism for i 6= 4. Furthermore, we have the exact sequence
0 −−→ π4(BPL)
α∗
−−→ π4(BTOP ) −−→ π3(TOP/PL) −−→
where π4(BPL) = Z and π3(TOP/PL) = Z/2. Hence we have that
either π4(BTOP = Z or π4(BTOP ) = Z⊕ Z/2.
Now, consider the diagram of fibrations
F/PL −−−→ BPL −−−→ BFy y ∥∥∥
F/TOP −−−→ BTOP −−−→ BF
It is known that J-homomorphism
J : Z = π4(BPL) −−→ π4(BSF ) = Z/24
is surjective [Ad, MK] (recall that πi(PL/O) = 0 for i < 7, and so
there is no difference between πi(BPL) and πi(BO) up to dimension
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6). Furthermore, π5(BF ) is finite and π3(F/PL) = π3(F/TOP ) = 0.
Now, we apply π4 and get the commutative diagram with exact rows
0 −−−→ Z
24
−−−→ Z −−−→ Z/24 −−−→ 0
2
y y y=
0 −−−→ Z −−−→ π4(BTOP ) −−−→ Z/24 −−−→ 0.
The assertion π4(BTOP ) contradicts the commutativity of the dia-
gram. Thus, π4(BTOP ) = Z⊕ Z/2. Cf. Milgram [Mil].
18. The Map a : TOP/PL→ F/PL
Recall that in (2.8) we described the fibration
TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
b
−−−→ F/TOP.
18.1. Proposition. The map a : TOP/PL→ F/PL is essential.
Proof. For general reasons, the fibration
TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL −−−→ F/TOP
yields a fibration
Ω(F/TOP )
u
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL.
If a is inessential then there exists a map
v : TOP/PL→ Ω(F/TOP )
with uv ≃ 1. But this is impossible because π3(TOP/PL) = Z/2 while
π3(Ω(F/TOP )) = π4(F/TOP ) = Z. 
Let ℓ : F/PL → F/PL[2] denote the localization map. Let ψ :
F/PL → Y be the Postnikov 4-approximation of F/PL as in (13.4).
Take an arbitrary map f : X → TOP/PL.
18.2. Proposition. The following three conditions are equivalent:
(i) the map
X
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
is essential;
(ii) the map
X
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
ℓ
−−−→ F/PL[2]
is essential;
(iii) the map
X
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
ℓ
−−−→ F/PL[2]
ψ[2]
−−−→ Y [2]
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is essential.
Proof. It suffices to prove that (i) ⇒ (ii) ⇒(iii). To prove the first
implication, recall that a map u : X → F/PL is inessential if both
localized maps
X
u
−−−→ F/PL→ F/PL[2], X
u
−−−→ F/PL→ F/PL[1/2]
are inessential. Now, (i) ⇒ (ii) holds since TOP/PL[1/2] is con-
tractible.
To prove the second implication, note that a map v : X → F/PL[2]
is inessential if both maps (we use notation as in 13.4)
X
v
−−−→ F/PL[2]
K
−−−→ Π, X
v
−−−→ F/PL[2] −−−→ Y
are inessential. So, it suffices to prove that the map
X
ℓaf
−−−→ F/PL[2] −−−→ Π
is inessential. This holds, in turn, because the map TOP/PL →
F/PL→ F/TOP is inessential and the diagram
F/PL[2]
K[2]
−−−→ Π Πyb[2] ∥∥∥
F/TOP [2]
K ′[2]
−−−→
∏
i>0(K(Z/2, 4i− 2)×K(Z[2], 4i))
proj
−−−→ Π
commutes. 
Consider the fibration
K(Z[2], 4)
i
−−−→ Y [2] −−−→ K(Z/2.2)
that is the Z[2]-localization of the fibration (13.5).
18.3. Lemma. For every space X, the homomorphism
H4(X ;Z[2]) = [X,K(Z[2], 4)]
i∗−−−→ [X, Y [2]]
is injective. Moreover, i∗ is an isomorphism if H
2(X ;Z/2) = 0.
Proof. The fibration (13.5) yields the exact sequence (see e.g. [MT])
(18.1) H1(X ;Z/2)
δSq2
−−→ H4(X ;Z[2])
i∗−→ [X, Y [2]]→ H2(X ;Z/2)
where δSq2(x) ≡ 0 (because δSq2(x) = 0 whenever deg x = 1). 
Let g : TOP/PL→ Y be the composition
TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
ℓ
−−−→ F/PL[2]
ψ[2]
−−−→ Y [2].
Note that g is essential because of 18.1 and 18.2.
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18.4. Corollary. The map
TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3)
δ
−−−→ K(Z[2], 4)
i
−−−→ Y [2]
is homotopic to g, i.e. g ≃ iδ.
Proof. Because of Lemma 18.3 applied to X = K(Z/2, 3, the set
[K(Z/2, 3), Y [2]] has exactly two elements. Since both maps g and
i◦δ are essential (the last one because of Lemma 18.3), we conclude
that g ≃ iδ. 
18.5. Theorem. Given a map f : X → TOP/PL, the map
X
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
is essential if and only if the map
X
f
−−−→ TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3)
δ
−−−→ K(Z[2], 4)
is essential.
Proof. We have the chain of equivalences
af is essential
18.2
⇐==⇒ gf is essential
18.4
⇐==⇒ iδ is essential
18.3
⇐==⇒ δf is essential.

19. Normal Invariant of a Homeomorphism
19.1. Lemma. Let X be a finite CW -space such that Hn(X) is 2-
torsion free. Then the homomorphism
δ : Hn(X ;Z/2)→ Hn+1(X ;Z[2])
is zero.
Proof. Because of the exactness of the sequence (13.6)
Hn(X ;Z/2)
δ
−−−→ Hn+1(X ;Z[2])
2
−−−→ Hn+1(X ;Z[2]),
it suffices to prove that Hn+1(X ;Z[2]) is 2-torsion free. Since Hn(X)
is 2-torsion free, we conclude that Ext(Hn(X),Z[2]) = 0. (Indeed,
Ext(Z/m,A) = A/mA for all A.) Thus, because of the Universal
Coefficient Theorem,
Hn+1(X ;Z[2]) = Hom(Hn+1(X ;Z[2])⊕ Ext(Hn(X);Z[2])
= Hom(Hn+1(X ;Z[2]),
and the result follows. 
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19.2. Theorem. Let M be a closed PL manifold such that H3(M)
is 2-torsion free. Then the normal invariant of any homeomorphism
h : V → M is trivial.
Proof. Since h is a homeomorphism, the normal invariant jF (h) turns
out to be the homotopy class of a map
M
f
−−−→ TOP/PL
a
−−−→ F/PL
where the homotopy class of f is jTOP (h). Because of 18.2 and 18.3, it
suffices to prove that the map
M
f
−−−→ TOP/PL = K(Z/2, 3)
δ
−−−→ K(Z[2], 4)
is inessential. But this follows from Lemma 19.2. 
Now we have the following version of the Hauptvermutung, cf. [Cas,
Corollary on p.68] and [Sul2, Theorem H on p. 93].
19.3. Corollary. Let M, dimM > 5 be a closed simply-connected
PL manifold such that H3(M) is 2-torsion free. Then every home-
omorphism h : V → M is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism. In
particular, V and M are PL homeomorphic.
Proof. This follows from 12.2 and 19.2. 
19.4. Remark. Rourke [Rou] suggested another proof of 19.2, us-
ing the technique of simplicial sets.
20. Kirby-Siebenmann and Casson-Sullivan Invariants
Recall some facts on obstruction theory [DK, FFG, H, MT,
Spa2]. Let F → E → B be a principal F -fibration such that F is an
Eilenberg-MacLane space K(π, n), and assume that the π1(B)-action
on π = πn(F ) is trivial. Let ι = ιn ∈ H
n(K(π, n); π) be the fundamen-
tal class of F . and let κ = τι ∈ Hn+1(B; π) be the characteristic class
of the fibration F → E → B, where τ : Hn(F ; π) → Hn+1(B; π) is
the transgression. This is well-known that the fibration F → E → B
admits a section if and only if κ = 0 and, if a section exists then the
vertically homotopy class of sections of the fibration are in a bijec-
tive correspondence with elements of Hn(B; π). Hence, given a map
f : X → B, the map f can be lifted to E iff f ∗(κ) = 0, and the vertical
homotopy classes of liftings of f to E are in a bijective correspondence
with elements Hn(X ; π) provided such a lifting exists.
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Since TOP/PL is the Eilenberg-MacLane space K(Z/2, 3), we can
apply previous arguments to the principal TOP/PL-fibration (2.7)
TOP/PL −−−→ BPL
aPL
TOP−−−→ BTOP.
Then we get the characteristic class
(20.1) κ = τι ∈ H4(BTOP ; π3(K(Z/2, 3)) = H
4(BTOP ;Z/2)
where ι ∈ H3(K(Z/2, 3);Z/2) is the fundamental class. We call κ the
universal Kirby-Siebenmann class.
Let M be a topological manifold, and let f : M → BTOP classify
the stable tangent bundle of M . Since f is unique up to homotopy, the
class f ∗(κ) ∈ H∗(M ;Z/2) is a well-defined invariant of M . We put
(20.2) κ(M) := f ∗(κ) ∈ H∗(M ;Z/2)
and call it the Kirby-Siebenmann class of M .
20.1.Theorem. LetM be a topological manifold. IfM admits a PL
structure then κ(M) = 0. If dimM > 5 and κ(M) = 0 then M admits
a PL structure. In particular, if dimM > 5 and H4(M ;Z/2) = 0 then
M admits a PL structure.
Proof. If M admits a PL structure then the classifying map f : M →
BTOP can be lifted to BPL, and hence f ∗(κ) = 0, i.e κ(M) = 0.
Conversely, if κ(M) = 0 then f can be lifted to BPL. Thus, in case
dimM > 5 the manifoldM admits a PL structure by Corollary 6.3. 
20.2. Theorem. If a topological manifold M, dimM > 5 admits a
PL structure then set of concordance classes of PL structure on M is
in bijective correspondence with H3(M ;Z/2, i.e.
TPL(M) ∼= H
3(M ;Z/2.
In paticular, if H3(M ;Z/2) = 0 then the Hauptvermutung holds for M .
Proof. Because of Corollary 6.2, we have a bijection
TPL(M) ∼= [M,TOP/PL].
Thus, because of the Main Theorem TOP/PL ≃ K(Z/2, 3, we get
TPL(M) ∼= [M,TOP/PL] ∼= [M,K(Z/2, 3] ∼= H
3(M ;Z/2).

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20.3. Definition. Let M be a PL manifold and h : V → M be
a PL structuralization. In view of bijection from Theorem 20.2, the
PL structure h gives us a cohomology class κ(h) ∈ H3(M ;Z/2). This
class is called the Casson-Sullivan invariant of h, and it measures the
difference between h : V → M and 1M .
So, κ(h) = 0 if and only if h : V →M is concordant to the identity
map ofM . It is also worthy to mention that, for every a ∈ H3(M ;Z/2)
there exists a homeomorphism h : V →M with a = κ(h).
20.4. Remark. We know that Hauptvermutung holds for T k × Sn
with k + n > 5 and n > 3, [HS]. In other words, if two PL manifolds
M1,M2 are homomorphic to T
k×Sn then there are PL homeomorphic.
On the other hand, the group H3(T k × Sn;Z/2) is quite large for k
large enough, i.e. T k × Sn has many different PL structure. Is it a
contradiction? No, it is not. The explanation comes because, given a
homeomorphism h : T k×Sn → T k×Sn, there are many PL concordance
classes T k × Sn → T k × Sn that are homotopic to h.
21. Several Examples
21.1. Example. There are two closed PL manifolds that are home-
omorphic but not PL homeomorphic.
Let RPn denote the real projective space of dimension n and assume
that n > 4.
Recall that jTOP : TPL(RP
n) → [RPn, TOP/PL] is a bijection.
Consider a homeomorphism k :M → RP5 such that
jTOP (k) 6= 0 ∈ [RP
n, TOP/PL] = H3(RPn;Z/2) = Z/2.
Note that the Bockstein homomorphism
β : Z/2 = H3(RPn;Z/2)→ H4(RPn;Z/2) = Z/2
is an isomorphism, and hence δ(jTOP (k)) 6= 0 for δ : H
3(RPn;Z/2) →
H4(RPn). So, by Theorem 18.5, a∗jTOP (k) 6= 0. In view of commuta-
tivity of the diagram (16.1), jF (k) = a∗jTOP (k), i.e. jF (k) 6= 0.
On the other hand, it follows from the obstruction theory that every
homotopy equivalence h : RPn → RPn is homotopic to the identity
map. In partcular, jF (h) = 0. Thus, M is not PL homeomorphic to
RPn.
21.2. Example. For every n > 3 there is a homeomorphism
h = hn : S
3 × Sn → S3 × Sn, n > 3
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which is homotopic to a PL homeomorphism but is not concordant to
any PL homeomorphism.
Take an arbitrary homeomorphism f : M → S3 × Sn, n > 3. Then
jF (f) is trivial by Theorem 19.2. Thus, by Theorem 12.2, f is homo-
topic to a PL homeomorphism. In particular, M is PL homeomorphic
to S3 × Sn.
Now, we refine the situation and take a homeomorphism
h : S3 × Sn → S3 × Sn
such that
jTOP (h) 6= 0 ∈ TPL(S
3 × Sn) = H3(S3 × Sn;Z/2) = Z/2.
Such h exists because jTOP is a bijection. So, h is not concordant to
the identity map, and therefore h is not concordant to a PL home-
omorphism, see Remark 3.2(2). But, as we have already seen, h is
homotopic to a PL homeomorphism.
Note that the maps h and the identity map have the same domain
while they are not concordant. So, this example serves also the Re-
mark 3.2(3).
21.3. Examples. There are topological manifolds that do not admit
any PL structure.
See manifold V × T n that are described in Corollary 7.4.
In 1970 Siebenmann [Sieb] published a paper with the intriguing
title: Are nontriangulable manifolds triangulable? The paper cere-
brated about the following problem: Are there manifolds that can
be triangulated as simplicial complexes but do not admit any PL
structure? Later, people made a big progress related to this issue,
[AM, GaSt1, GaSt2, Mat, Man, Rand, Sav]. Here we give only
a brief survey notice on the issue because non-combinatorial triangula-
tions are far from the main line of our concern.
Recall that a homology k-sphere is defined to be a k-dimensional
closed PL manifold Σ such that H∗(Σ) ∼= H∗(S
k).
21.4. Examples. There are topological manifolds that can be tri-
angulated as simplicial complexes but do not admit any PL structure.
21.5. Theorem. Every orientable topological 5-dimensional closed
manifold can be triangulated as a simplicial complex.
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Proof. Let us say that a homology 3-sphere Σ is good if the double
suspension S2Σ over Σ is homeomorphic to S5 and Σ is bounded by a
compact parallelizable manifold of signature 8. Siebenmann [Sieb, As-
sertion on p. 81] proved that every orientable topological 5-dimensional
closed manifold can be triangulated as a simplicial complex provided
that there exists a good homology 3-sphere. Cannon [Ca] proved that,
for any homology 3-sphere Σ, the double suspension S2Σ is homeo-
morphic to S5. Now, note that the homology 3-sphere ∂W from Com-
ment 7.3 is good, and the theorem follows. 
Take M = V × S1. Then M does not admit any PL structure by
Corollary 7.4. On the other hand,M can be triangulated as a simplicial
complex by Theorem 21.5. Because of this, for each k > 1 the manifold
V × T k also have these properties. This is remarkable that V cannot
be triangulated as a simplicial complex, see below.
21.6. Examples. There are topological manifolds that cannot be
triangulated as simplicial complexes.
First, note that if a 4-dimensional topological manifold M can be
triangulated as a simplicial complex thenM admits a PL structure. In
paticular, V cannot be triangulated as a simplicial complex, (Casson),
see [AM, Sav].
Now we pass to higher dimensions.
Define two oriented homology 3-spheres Σ1,Σ2 to be equivalent if
there exists an oriented PL bordism W , ∂W = Σ1 ⊔ Σ2 such that
H1(W ) = 0 = H2(W ). Let Θ
H
3 denote the abelian group obtained
from the set of equivalence classes using the operation of connected
sum. We define a homomorphism µ : ΘH3 → Z/2 as follows.
It is well known that every homology 3-sphere (in fact, every ori-
entable 3-manifold) Σ bounds a 4-dimensional parallelizable manifold
P . By the Rokhlin Theorem 7.1, the signature σ(P ) mod 16 is a is
well-defined invariant of Σ, and 8 divides σ(Σ). Take a ∈ ΘH3 , let Σa be
a homology 3-sphere that represents a, and let Pa be a 4-dimensional
parallelizable manifold with ∂Pa = Σa. Now, put µ(a) = (σ(Pa)
mod 16)/8 and get a well-defined homomorphism µ : Θ3H → Z/2.
Consider the short exact sequence
0 −−−→ ker µ
⊂
−−−→ ΘH3
µ
−−−→ Z/2 −−−→ 0
and let δ : H4(−;Z/2) → H5(−; ker µ) be the Bockstein homomor-
phims associated with this sequence.
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21.7. Theorem (Galewski–Stern [GaSt2], Matumoto [Mat]). A
topological manifold M of dimensional > 5 can be triangulated as a
simplicial complex if and only if δκ(M) = 0. Here κ(M) denotes the
Kirby-Siebenmann invariant of M .
Manolescu [Man] proved that the above mentioned short exact
sequance does not split. This allowed him to prove that, for any n >
5, there is a manifold Mn with δκ(Mn) 6= 0. Thus, for all n > 5
there exists an n-dimensional manifold that cannot be triangulated as
a simplicial complex.
Concerning explicit constructions of such manifolds. Galewski amd
Stern [GaSt1] constructed a certain manifold N5 with the following
property: if N can be triangulated as a simplicial complex then every
closed manifold of dimension > 5 can. So, N cannot be triangulated.
In particular, δκ(N) 6= 0. Finally, N × T k cannot be triangulated as a
simplicial complex because δκ(N × T k) 6= 0.
Summary
Here all manifolds are assumed to be connected and having the
homotopy type of a finite CW complex.
1. Every manifold Mn with n 6 3 admits a unique PL structure
(trivial assertion for n = 1, Rado [Rad] for n = 2, Moise [Mo] for
n = 3.)
2. There are uncountable set of mutually different PL manifolds
that are homeomorphic to R4 (Taubes [Ta], cf also [GS, K2]). There
are countably infinite set of mutually different closed 4-dimensional PL
manifolds that are homeomorphic to the blow-up of CP2 at the nine
points of intersection of two general cubics (Okonek–Van de Ven [OV]).
3. For every n > 5 there exist closed n-dimensional PL manifolds
that are homeomorphic but not PL homeomorphic. So, the Haupt-
vermutung is wrong in general. However, any topological manifold
Mn, n > 5 (not necessarily closed) possesses only finite number of PL
structures (Kirby–Siebenmann [KS2]).
4. For every n > 4 there exist closed topological n-dimensional
manifolds that do not admit any PL structure (Freedman [F] for n = 4,
Kirby–Siebenmann [KS2] for n > 4).
The item 4 can be bifurcated as follows:
4a. For every n > 5 there exists an n-manifold that does not pos-
sess any PL structure but can be triangulated as a simplicial complex
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(Siebenmann [Sieb] + Cannon[Ca]). Such examples do not exist for
n 6 4.
4b. For every n > 4 there exists an n-manifold that cannot be
triangulated as a simplicial complex (Casson [AM, Sav] for n = 4,
Manolescu [Man] for n > 5.)
22. Topological and Homotopy Invariance of Characteristic
Classes
Given a real vector bundle ξ over a space X , the kth Pontryagin
class of ξ is a cohomology class pk(ξ) ∈ H
4k(X), [MS]. In particular,
for every smooth manifoldM we have the Pontryagin classes pk(M) :=
pk(τM) where τM is the tangent bundle of M . Given a commutative
ring Λ with unit, we can consider pk(ξ) ∈ H
4k(X ; Λ), the image of the
Pontryagin class pk(ξ) ∈ H
4k(X) under the coefficient homomorphism
Z → Λ. In particular, we have rational Pontryagin classes pk(ξ) ∈
H4k(X ;Q) and modulo p Pontryagin classes pk(ξ) ∈ H
4k(X ;Z/p).
In this section we discuss homotopy and topological invariance of
some characteristic classes. In particular, we prove that the Novikov’s
Theorem [N2] on topological invariance of rational Pontryagin classes is
a direct corollary of the Main Theorem. (It is worthy to note, however,
that the proof of the Main Theorem uses ideas from [N2].) Concerning
other proofs of the Novikov’s theorem see [G, ST, RW].
22.1. Definition. Given a class x ∈ H∗(BO; Λ), we say that x is
topologically invariant if, for any two maps f1, f2 : B → BO such that
αOTOPf1
∼= αOTOPf2 : B → BTOP,
we have
f ∗1 (x) = f
∗
2 (x) in H
∗(B; Λ).
Now we give some conditions for topological invariance. Similarly
to the fibration (2.7), consider the fibration
TOP/O
β
−−−→ BO
α
−−−→ BTOP.
22.2. Proposition. (i) If
x ∈ Im{α∗ : H∗(BTOP ; Λ)→ H∗(BO; Λ)}
then x is topologically invariant. In particular, if Λ is such that α∗ is
epimorphic than every class x ∈ H∗(BO; Λ) is topologically invariant.
(ii) If x ∈ H∗(BO; Λ) is topologically invariant then β∗(x) = 0 for
β∗ : H∗(BO)→ H∗(TOP/O).
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Proof. (i) is obvious. To prove (ii), note that αβ is inessential. Hence
αβ ∼= αε where ε : TOP/O → BO is a constant map. Since x is
topologically invariant, we conclude that β∗(x) = ε∗(x) = 0. 
Proposition 22.2(i) tells us a sufficient condition for topological in-
variance, while 22.2(ii) tells us a necessary condition. We will see below
that 22.2(i) is not necessary and 22.2(ii) is not sufficient for topolog-
ical invariance. Now we give a necessary and sufficient condition for
invariance. Consider the map
µ : BO × TOP/O
1×β
−−−→ BO × BO
m
−−−→ BO
where m is the multiplication in the H-space BO.
22.3. Theorem. The class x ∈ H∗(BO; Λ) is topologically invari-
ant if and only if µ∗(x) = x⊗ 1 ∈ H∗(BO; Λ)⊗H∗(TOP/O; Λ)
Proof. The map αβ is topologically trivial, and hence αµ is homotopic
to the map
αν : BO × TOP/O→ BO → BTOP
where ν : BO × TOP/O → BO is the projection on the first factor.
Since x is topologically invariant, we conclude that µ∗x = ν∗(x) = x⊗1.
Conversely, suppose that µ∗(x) = x⊗ 1. Recall that, for all X , the
infinite space structure in BO turns [X,BO] into an abelian group.
Let f1, f2 : B → BO be two maps such that αf1 ∼= αf2. Recall that
[X,BO] is an abelian group with respect to the infinite space structure
in BO. Then f2 − f1 : B → BO lifts to a map B → TOP/O. In
other words, f2 = f1 + g for some g : B → TOP/O. Hence we have a
homotopy commutative diagram
B
f2
−−−→ BO
∆
y xµ
B × B
f1×g
−−−→ BO × TOP/O
Now
f ∗2 (x) = ∆
∗(f1 × g)
∗µ∗(x) = ∆∗(f1 × g)
∗(x⊗ 1) = ∆∗(f ∗1 (x)⊗ 1)
= f ∗1 (x).

22.4. Remark. The items 22.1–22.3 are taken from the paper of
Sharma [S].
The following lemma plays a crucial role for topological invariance
of rational Pontryagin classes.
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22.5. Lemma. The forgetful map αOTOP : BO[0] → BTOP [0] is a
homotopy equivalence. Thus, the forgetful map αOTOP : BO → BTOP
induces an isomorphism
(αOTOP )
∗ : H∗(BTOP ;Q)→ H∗(BO;Q).
Proof. First, note that the homotopy groups πi(PL/O) are finite, see
[Rud, IV.4.27(iv)] for the references. Hence, the space PL/O[0] is
contractible. Thus, αOPL : BO[0]→ BPL[0] is a homotopy equivalence.
Second, the homotopy groups πi(TOP/PL) are finite by the Main
Theorem. Hence, the space TOP/PL[0] is contractible. Thus, αPLTOP :
BPL[0]→ BTOP [0] is a homotopy equivalence.
Now, since αOTOP = α
PL
TOPα
O
PL, we conclude that α
O
TOP [0] is a homo-
topy equivalence. 
Recall that H∗(BO;Q) = Q[p1, . . . , pi, . . .] where pk, dim pk = 4k
is the universal Pontryagin class, [MS]. It follows from Lemma 22.5
that H∗(BTOP ;Q) = Q[p′1, . . . , p
′
k, . . .] where p
′
k are the cohomology
classes determined by the condition
α∗(p′k) = pk ∈ H
∗(BO;Q).
Now, given an arbitrary topological Rn bundle λ over B, we define its
rational Pontryagin classes p′k(λ) ∈ H
4i(B;Q) by setting
p′k(λ) = t
∗p′k
where t : B → BTOP classifies λ.
22.6. Theorem. Every class in H∗(BO;Q) is topologically invari-
ant. In other words, if ξi = {πi : Ei → B}, i = 1, 2 be two topologically
isomorphic vector bundles over a space B then pk(ξ1;Q) = pk(ξ2;Q).
This is the famous Novikov theorem on topological invariance of
rational Pontryagin classes.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 22.5 and Proposition 22.2(ii) imme-
diately. 
For completeness, we state the original Novikov version of topolog-
ical invariance, see [N2].
22.7. Theorem. Let f : M1 → M2 be a homeomorphism of closed
smooth manifolds. and let f ∗ : H∗(M2;Q)→ H
∗(M1;Q) be the induced
isomorphism. Then f ∗pk(M2;Q) = pk(M1;Q) for all k.
Proof. Let ts :Ms → BO → BTOP, s = 1, 2 classify the stable tangent
bundle of Ms. Then t1 ≃ t2f . Now
f ∗pk(M2;Q) = f
∗t∗2p
′
k = (t2f)
∗p′k = t
∗
1p
′
k = pk(M1;Q),
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and we are done. 
22.8. Remark. We can pass the previous issues to PL category.
To define PL invariance, we should replace topological isomorphism
by PL isomorphism of PL bundles and require B to be a polyhedron
in Definition 22.1. Rokhlin and Sˇvarc [RS] and Thom [T] proved PL
invariance of rational Pontryagin classes in 1957-58th. Of course, this
result follows from the Novikov Theorem 22.7 on topological invariance
of rational Pontryagin classes, but the Novikov Theorem appeared al-
most 10 years later.
So, rational Pontryagin classes are topological invariants. What
about integral Pontryagin classes? It turns out to be that they are not
even PL invariant. Milnor [Mi3, §9] constructed two smooth manifolds
M1,M2 that are PL homeomorphic while p2(M1) = 0, p2(M2) 6= 0 (and
7p2(M2) = 0). Nevertheless, there are certain topological invariance
results for integral Pontryagin classes.
22.9. Notation. Because of Lemma 22.5, the index of the image
subgroup
Im{(αOTOP )
∗ : Hm(BTOP )→ Hm(BO)}
in Hm(BO) is finite for each m. Let εk denote this index for m =
4k. Clearly, the class εkpk ∈ H
4k(BO) (the multiple of the integral
Pontryagin class) is topologically invariant.
Define ek ∈ N to be the smallest number such that ekpk is topolog-
ically invariant.
22.10. Comment. To evaluate ek, Sharma [S] proved the following.
Let dk be the smallest positive integer such that
dkpk ∈ Ker{β∗ : H
∗(BO)→ H∗(TOP/O)}
Then ek = LCM(d1, . . . , dk). In particular, ek|ek+1.
To compute dk, let γk = (2
2k−1 − 1)Num(B2k/4k). Here Bm’s are
the Bernoulli numbers in notation where B2n+1 = 0 and Num denotes
the numerator. Now, if p is an odd prime which divides γk but does not
divide γi with i < k, then νp(dk) = νp(γk). Here, as usual, m = p
νp(m)a
with (a, p) = 1.
Sharma [S, Theorem 1.6] used these results in order to evaluate ek
for k 6 8. In particular, e1 = 1, e2 = 7, e3 = 7 · 31, e4 = 7 · 31 · 127.
It is remarkable to note that e4 < ε4 (strict inequality!), [S, Prop. 1.7
ff]. So, there are topologically invariant classes that do not come from
BTOP , i.e. the sufficient condition 22.2(i) for topological invariamce
is not necessary. To see that the necessary condition 22.2(ii) is not
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sufficient, note that 31p3 is not topological invariant because e3 does
not divide 31, while 31p3 ∈ Kerβ, see [S, Section 4, proof of Theorem
1.3].
Another kind of topological invariance appears when we consider
pk mod m, the modulo m Pontryagin classes. Here we will not give
detailed proofs but give a sketch/survey only. As a first example, note
that pk mod 2 = w
2
2k, and hence pk mod 2 is topologically (and even
homotopy) invariant in view of homotopy invariance of Stiefel–Whitney
classes, [MS]. So, the question about topological invariance of modulo
p Pontryagin classes is not vacuous. In fact, we have the following
result:
22.11. Theorem (SS). Given an odd prime p, let n(p) be the small-
est value of k such that p divides ek. Then pk mod p is a topological
invariant for k < n(p) and is not a topological invariant for k > n(p).
In particular, if p does not divide ek, for every k > 1, then pk mod p
is a topological invariant.
Because of Theorem 22.11 and Comment 22.10, one can prove
that the classes pk mod p are topologically invariant for all k and
p = 3, 5, 11, 13, 17, while pkmod7 is not a topological invariant. (For
p = 3 it is an old theorem of Wu, see Theorem 22.14.)
Now some words about homotopy invariance.
22.12. Definition. Given a class x ∈ H∗(BO; Λ), we say that x is
homotopy invariant if, for any two maps f1, f2 : B → BO such that
αOF f1
∼= αOF f2 : B → BF,
we have
f ∗1 (x)− r
∗
2(x) in H
∗(B; Λ).
The obvious analogs of Proposition 22.2 and Theorem 22.3 remains
valid if we speak about homotopy invariance instead of topological
invariance and replace TOP by F .
22.13. Proposition. Rational Pontryagin classes are not homo-
topy invariant.
Proof. Note that πi(BF ) is isomorphic to the stable homotopy group
πSi−1(S) and therefore is finite because of a well-known theorem of
Serre, [Se]. Hence, πi(BF ) ⊗ Q = 0, and so BF [0] is contractible.
Now consider the fibration F/O → BO → BF and conclude that
β[0] : F/O[0] → BO[0] is a homotopy equivalence, and hence β∗ :
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H∗(BO;Q) → H∗(F/O;Q) is an isomorphism. Thus, because of the
homotopy analog of 22.2(ii), we see that x ∈ H˜∗(BO;Q) is homotopy
invariant iff x = 0. 
On the other hand, we have pi mod 2 = w
2
2i, [MS] i.e. pi mod 2 is
a homotopy invariant. So, it seems reasonable to ask about homotopy
invariance of pi mod p for odd prime p.
Recall that the homotopy invariance of Stiefel-Whitney follows from
the Thom-Wu formula wi(ξ) = ϕ
−1Sqiu where u is the Thom class of ξ
and ϕ : H∗(B;Z/2)→ H˜∗+n(Tξ;Z/2) is the Thom isomorphism, [MS].
(Here Tξ is the Thom space of the Rn-bundle ξ over B.)
We apply this idea modulo p. So, let p be an odd prime and
Pk : H∗(;Z/p) → H∗+2k(p−1)(;Z/p) be the Steenrod power. Given
an oriented Rn- bundl (or an (Sn, ∗)-fibration) ξ over B, let Tξ be
the Thom space of ξ, let u ∈ Hn(Tξ;Z/p) be the Thom class, and let
ϕ : H∗(B;Z/p)→ H˜∗+n(Tξ;Z/p be the Thom isomorphism. Then
qk(ξ) := ϕ
−1Pk(u) ∈ H2k(p−1)(X)
is a characteristic class, and it is homotopy invariant by construction.
For X = BO we get a universal characteristic class, and it is a poly-
nomial of universal Pontryagin classes mod p. Wu [Wu] proved that
qk = pk if p = 3. So, we get the following theorem.
22.14. Theorem (Wu). The Pontryagin classes pk mod 3, k > 1
are homotopy invariant.
Madsen [M] proved that the classes pk mod 8, k > 1 are homotopy
invariant. So, we have the following result:
22.15. Corollary. The classes pk mod 24, k > 1 are homotopy
invariant.
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